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I)

INTRODUCTION)

Much has been written about European romanticism, but dis-
proportionately less about Slavic romanticism,

1
although its sig-

nificance for the development of Slavic national consciousness is

so manifest that it is nearly always discussed without proof, without
the adduction of factual material, and with no small number of

mistakes! Thus, Goethe and Schiller are almost always named

among the romanticists, and Hegel among the philosophers of
romanticism, together

with Fichte and Schelling, although he was

in fact the author of
sharply

unfavorable criticism of romanticism.

Assertions are continually repeated to the effect that all Slavo-

philes, including Konstantin Aksakov and J urij Samarin, were in-
fluenced by the philosophy of Schelling, whereas both these Slavo-

philes were Hegelians. The Ukrainian classicists are considered)

1 In particular there are very few synthetic Slavic works. The majority os

works on Slavic romanticism is devoted to individual writers or problemf.
A survey of old literature is given in the book of I. Machal, Siovanske literatury,
II (Prague, 1925). The book of M. Zdziechowski, Byron i jego wiek, 2 vols.
(1895-7), narrows the concept of romanticism, as do other works on Slavic
hByronism\". M. Szyjkowski,

Po/ski romantyzm w czeskim iyciu duchownym

(Poznan, 1947), speaks only of Polish and Czech romanticism, but very little

space is devoted in this book to theoretic analysis.
- I. Zamotin wrote of

Russian romanticism in Romantizm 20-x godov XIX veka v russkoj literature

(SPb., 1909; 2nd edition SPb., 1911-13); in spite of the weakness of this book's

analyses, one must condiser the symposium
edited by A. Beleckij, Russkij

romantizm (1927), and the book of B. Mejlach,
Pulkin i russkij romantizm

(Moscow, 1937), to be even weaker. A great deal of valuable raw material is

given in P. Sakulin, Iz istorii rllsskogo idealizma. Knjaz' V. F. Odoevskij, 2 vols.

(M., 1913). The most interesting material is to be found in works on the
Polish romanticists, for example in J. Kleiner, Mickiewicz, 2 vols. (Lublin,
1948).)
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romanticists, and the Czech romanticist Erben a classicist....

All the inaccuracies and errors cannot be recounted here.
2 The

influence of Soviet scholarship has proved to be particularly harm-

ful to historico-literary research. Soviet literary historians, pro-

ceeding from a completely unclear concept of \"realism\" and from

the dogmatic recognition of \"socialist realism\" as the only \"pro-

gressive\" style, try to proclaim all the great writers of the past
\"realists\", although there may not be the slightest basis for such

an assertion. Having
mastered the history of Russian and Ukrain-

ian literature, Soviet scholarship is now
beginning

to penetrate

into the literary history of other Slavic peoples: even the works of

the Polish romanticists (the most consistent representatives of

romanticism among the Slavs) are now starting to be interpreted

either as works of \"classicism\" or as \"early realism\". . . 3

I shall not concern myself here with the characteristics of roman-

ticism as an entire movement, to which subject I devoted several

pages in my Outline of Comparative Slavic Literatures. t
I shall

instead follow another route, that of investigating separate motifs
of Slavic romantic literatures. But first a preliminary remark is

necessary.
Two characteristics of literary motifs are known to every literary

historian who has had occasion to deal with diverse literatures.

In the first place, literary motifs reappear in various epochs, among
various peoples, among writers of various artistic individualities.

Secondly, these recurrent motifs are notable for their stability:

many of them appear in the same forms, with the same details, in

the most various literary works. 5
Both of these characteristics of

2
Zamotin's book, cited in footnote I, gives in the first volume a character-

ization of the ideology of romanticism in which are united mutually contra-

dictory features. A great many works are limited to indications of Byron's

influence, whereas his poetry, of course, is only one of the episodes, and a late
one at that, in the history of European romanticism.

3

C/. for example W. Kubacki, Pierwiosnki po/skiego romantyzmu (Krakow,
1949), and M. JastruD, Mickiewicz (1949; 5th edition 1952). Cf. W. Wein-
traub's review in Wiadomosci, No. 487, July 5, 1955.

C

My book, Outline of Comparative Slavic Literatures (Boston, 1953), pp.
85-93.

&
The repetition of motifs in different writers played a significant role in

the once fashionable search for \"influences\" and \"borrowings\". However, a

simple identity or similarity of motifs is not at all sufficient to establish the)
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literary motifs played a significant role in that epoch of the develop-
ment of

literary history when interest was payed principally to the

question of uinfluences\" and \"borrowings\": similarity
of a motif

was considered sufficient and indubitable proof that a later writer
had \"borrowed\" this motif from another, chronologically earlier

writer. Today literary historians attempt to see in a similarity of
separate motifs proof only of \"spiritual\" or artistic affinity of
writers making use of the same motifs in their works. This is also

my point of view.
There have

unfortunately
been very few separate attempts at a

systematic survey of the motifs of one or the other literary trend

or of the motifs of an individual writer. For the further successful

development of historico-literary research, such surveys, and even

udictionaries\", indices of
literary motifs, are absolutely indispens-

able. When this is done one important circumstance will undoubt-

edly become clear: literary motifs will be seen to fall into two

principal groups. To the first belong \"eternal\" motifs, recurring
in various

stylistic epochs.
6 To the second belong motifs encoun-

tered only in certain epochs or even in one particular epoch only.

Between these groups there is a transitional group: to it belong

motifs which, it is true, recur in various epochs, but which
vary

greatly, take very different forms, or express totally different

content. 7
We shall conditionally term motifs belonging to the

first group \"eternal\", and those of the second group \"temporary!',

adding to this designation the name of the corresponding literary

epoch (a temporary baroque, classical, romantic motif, etc.).

Motifs of the transitional group can be termed romantic, symbolist,

etc., variations of eternal motifs. The term \"eternal\", of course,
must be taken curn grano salis; the eternity of a nl0tif and the

universality of its diffusion are of course almost always limited:)

influence of one author on another. It is much more important to establish

the \"spiritual kinship\" or the mutual repulsion of authors. Several articles in

my collections Aus zwei Welten ('s-Gravenhage, 1957) and Russische Dichter

(forthcoming) are devoted to a series of eternal and temporary motifs of Slavic

literatures.
e

Cf. especially R. R. Curtius, Europiiische Literatur lInd lateinisches

Mittelalter (Bern, 1948).
7

Cf. the second chapter of this article.)
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eternal motifs are sometimes not to be found even among kindred

peoples; a number of eternal motifs of European literature are not

met, for example, even in Indic literature, not to mention the

literatures of the Far East; there, instead of these motifs, appear
completely different ones, eternal from the point of view of Indic,

Chinese, or Japanese literature. 8

In what follows we shall deal with several eternal and temporary
motifs of Slavic romantic literatures. I hope that even a cursory
survey of them will give the reader a clear idea of their significance
for the description of both the individual traits of Slavic romantic-

ism and its
affinity

with other epochs in the history of Slavic

literatures. - In connection with the analysis of motifs of Slavic

romantic literatures we shall deal with certain
questions touching

upon literary stylistics, and vocabulary.)

8
An interesting analysis of individual motifs of Indic poetry is given byM.

Kalynovyc, 'Priroda i byt v staroindijskoj drame', Kievskie Universitetskie
lzvestija, LVI (1916), I, pp. 1-48, and separately (Kiev, 1916).
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II)

A NEW ATTITUDE TOWARD NATURE -

WATERFALLS)

The romantic
Weltanschauung brings a radical change in the atti-

tude of man - and of the poet in particular
- toward nature.

Nature is no longer a mechanism, but a living organism. Further-

more, nature cannot be the object of purely mechanistic and
mathematical investigation: she contains

profundities, secrets, and

supernatural or spiritual content. Precisely because of these fea-

tures. going beyond the bounds of the machanistic view of the

eighteenth-century Enlightenment, nature is contiguous with the

profundities of the hUlnan being. This contiguity gives man the

possibility of conscious, semi-conscious, and subconscious spiritual
intercourse with nature.

1 This finds expression in the motif, con-

stantly recurring in romantic poetry, of \"conversation\" with nature.

Nature, however, is either mute, or speaks an \"incomprehensible\",
\"secret\", or \"silent\" tongue. The sounds, the \"voice\", the \"speech\"
of nature are incomprehensible directly

to the poet; at least, they

are incomprehensible to his intelligence. Therefore the poet's \"con-

versation\" with nature is in romantic poetry a monologue of the

poet, directed to nature. Nature's \"answer\" is given by the poet

himself, by means of a symbolic interpretation of nature's sounds,

voices, or of some trait or phenomenon of hers.

The \"nocturnal poems\" of romantic
poets

have frequently been

commented upon, especially those of
Tjut\037ev,

2
but the \"nocturnal

1 See my Outline. . ., p. 87/., and the collection of texts edited by Ch.

Bernoulli and H. Kern, Romantische Naturphilosophie (Jena, 1926).

:a
My article 'Tjuteev und die deutsche Romantik', ZfsIPh., IV (1928),

3/4, pp. 299-323,review of the symposium Urania in ZfsIPh., VII (1931), 3/4,
pp. 299-323, and my collection Russische Dichter.)
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poems\" of Zukovskij, Lermontov, Fet, the Polish romanticists,
K. H. Macha, and even Puskin are undoubtedly closely connected

with Tjut\037ev's \"poetry of the night\". 3

Such is the relation of the romantic poets to the \"elements\" . . .

Among poems dedicated to the elements, the many poems of

Russian poets devoted to waterfalls are manifest. As is well known,

there are very few waterfalls in Russia. DerZavin, while on official

business, became acquainted with the Kivac, an unimportant

waterfall, or rather rapid, in northern Russia. A pictorial and

colorist poet, Derzavin made use of the picture of the waterfall as

a landscape in his ode The Waterfall. Only the first verse of this

long ode is actually devoted to the waterfall. This verse speaks
only

of the play of light and colors:)

AAMa3Ha CbIllACTCH
ropa

C BLJCOT qeTblpeMH CKaAaMlI,

)Ke\037lqyry 6e3AHa H cpe6pa
KlIlIlIT

BH1I3Y,
6beT

BBCpX 6yrpaMu.

OT 6pbI3roB CHHlIii XOAM CTOHT,
AaAeqe peB B

Aecy rpeMHT.

\"The diamantine mountain falls from the heights over four
cliffs, the

abyss of pearl and silver boils beneath, springs up like hillocks. From
the spray a deep-blue hill arises, far-off a roar in the forest thunders.\"

Derzavin does not forget the sounds of the waterfall, but he speaks
only of the influence of its roar (rev) on animals: a wolf, a roe, a
steed (stanzas 5-7); the

waterfall, a natural phenomenon, and its

voice are as it were directed only to nature. .. For man the water-

fall is merely cause for reflection:)

He )KH3Hb All qeAOBeKOB HaM

ceii BOAonaA 1I306paiKaeT?
-)

He TaK All C He6a
BpeMH AbeTCH,)

3
Interesting, for example, are the \"nocturnal

poems\" of the Czech poet
V. S. Nebesky (1818-82), which are in many ways harmonious with the poems
of Tjutcev, although there is no genetic relation between the works of the two
poets. A

completely different type of \"poetry of the night\" appears in the
Gennan and Czech poelns of K. H. Macha.)
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KHllHT
CTpeMAeHHe CTpacTeti,

qeCTb 6Ael!!eT, CAaBa pa3AaCTCH,
MeJ\\bKaeT CtIaCTbe HallIHX AHeH. .. (stanzas 10-11))

\"Is it not the life of man this waterfall depicts for us? - Is it not thus that
time streams down from heaven, the striving of the passions seethes,
honor

sparkles, fame resounds, the joy of our times flashes. . .\

Thus DerZavin connects his favorite baroque theme, the \"perish-

ability and transitory character of all earthly existence\", with
the waterfall. Only after lengthy meditation, at the end of the ode,
does Derzavin address the waterfall: here again, as in the first

verse, it is only an aesthetic
image:)

ill)'Ml1, llIYMH,
0 BOAonaA!)

YBeCeNlH II CAYX H B3fNIA

TBOUM cTpeMAeHbeM CBeTAbIM, 3BytIHbIM,
... ...

H B ll03AHeH llaMHTH AIOAeH

)KHBH AHllIb KpacoToH TBOeH! (stanza 70))

\"Sound, sound, 0 waterfall! . . . divert both ear and eye by thy bright

and sonorous streaming, live in man's later memory only by thy beauty!\

But imagination carries him off along the quiet river Suna, on

which lies the waterfall Kivac - and Derzavin bids the waterfall

farewell in lines that are
again

coloristic:)

II TbI, 0 BOAOllaAOB MaTb,

peKa Ha ceBepe rpeMHl!!a,
o CYHa! KOAb C BbICOT 6AHcTaTb

TbI MO)KellIb, H OT 3apb rOpHl!!a

KHllHllIb H ceellIbCH AO)KAeM,

cacpHpHbIM, llypnypHbIM
orneM. (stanza 72)

\"And you, 0 mother of waterfalls, river thundering in the North, 0

Suna! how from the heights you sparkle, and burning in the dawn you

boil and sprinkle like a rain in saphire purple fire.\

Derzavin's friend V. Kapnist, in a poem dedicated to the memory

of Derzavin, varies Derzavin's description of the Kivac, calling)
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attention to The Waterfall, one of the most remarkable odes of his

late friend: 4)

. . nOA06Ho BOAonaAY,

\"tJTO crop BbICOKHX BAaJ\\b cTpeMHT

xpycTaAbHY 6bICTpbIX
BOA rpOMaAY,

H rpoMOM rpOMa 3BYK rAynIliT,

B aJ\\Ma3ax COAHQa A
Y'I HrpaeT,

H paAYry H306paJKaeT

B nOAHHBmeHCH OT 6pbI3rOB MrAe; -

)KeMllyr
KA y6aMH B neHe AbeTCH. . .

\"

0 0 . like a waterfall, that from the lofty peaks casts down the crystal
mass of rapid waters and with thunder thunder's tongue makes mute,
the sun's ray plays in diamonds, paints the rainbow in the mist arising
from the spray; -

in the foam flow clouds of pearl.\"

Kapnist completes this scene, in which Derzavin's
imagery

is also

repeated (bryzgi, almaz, zemcug, grom), with a coloristic picture
of the waterfall frozen in winter:)

Ho
BApyr 3HMa, AOXHYIUIIH Mpa30M,

naAYl!!H AeAeHHT pyqbH:)

4
Henceforth I cite poets according to the latest editions; less well-known

poets are cited with indication of place of publication and pages. - Kapnist,
in the poem Obuchovka (1818, i.e. two years after the poem on Dedavin's
death), utilizes the imagery of Derzavin's Vodopad in describing a water-mill.
The description of waterfalls in Karamzin's Pis'ma russkogo putesestvennika
utilizes almost exclusively words which denote optical (serebrjanyj, belaja

kipjascaja pena, stolb mlecnoj peny, bryzgi, mlecnye oblaka vlainoj pyli, pyl' ili

toncajlij srebrjanyj dozd') or acoustic (rev, sum) impressions. Only in regard
to the Rhine waterfall does he use

expressions characterizing aesthetic ex-

perience: prekrasnoe velikolepnoe zrelisce, velicavyj, neizglagolannyj (Socinenija
Karamzina, vol. III, Moscow, 1920, pp. 66-8), and later writes of waterfalls

in general velicestvennye cudesa prirody (p. 130). True, the Rhine waterfall

evoked si!'nye dvizenija v dule (po 68), but he does not find it necessary to say

just what sort of movements these were. In Pis'ma . . . (cited edition), Karam-

zin speaks of waterfalls on pp. 106(a mountain stream), 115-116 (Staubbach),

119, 129 (Reichenbach). In the classicist tradition is the mention of waterfalls

in the young N. Bobri\037v-Pu\037kin (1816, Dovol'stvo i spokojstvie, first in the
collection Kalliopa, Moscow, 1817, reprinted in the collection edited by V. Or-
lov: Dekabristy. Poezija, dramaturgija, proza 0 .., M.-L., 1951, p. 180), rev,
femcuinaja rosa, and in Zukovskij (1819, Gosudaryne lmperatrice MarU Fedo-
rovne), mlecnaja pena.)
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6AeCTHIJ!1I HXOHTOM, aAM\037::\\nM,

OQeneHeB, BHCHT CTPY\";

no HHX CBepKaeT A
y-q HrplIBhIH;

1I pa3HOQBeTHble OT)\\MRhI

eIJ!e Hpqee B30p pa3HT. . .

\"But abruptly winter, breathing frost, freezes the falling streams:

sparkling ruby and diamond, the torrents hang frozen; in them gleams
a playful ray; variegated color-changes strike the eye still stronger. . .

\"

Kararnzin's descriptions of waterfalls on the Rhine and in Switzer-

land are of the same character. 5

But let a romanticist, Boratynskij, approach a waterfall, this
time the Imatra in Finland. For him, the waterfall is like a living

being, to whom he speaks (beginning, incidentally, with Derzavin's

words) :)

III )'Mil, myMlI C KPYTOH BepIIIlIHbI,

He )'MOAKaH, nOTOK ceAOH!

CoeAHHHH npOTH)KHhIH
BOH

C npOTH)KHhIM
OT3hIBOM AOAHHhl!)

u
II C HenorOAOIO peByqelI

u u

TBOlI peB
MHTe)KHhIlI corAallieH.

3aqeM C 6e3YMHbIM O)KMAaHbeM

K Te6e
npHCAYllillBalOCh

H?

3aqeM TpeneIJ!eT rpYAh MOH

KaKHM-TO Bel!!HM TpenCTaHbeM?
KaK

OqapOBaHbIH
CTOIO

HaA AhIMHOH 6e3AHOlO TBoelO

H, MHHTCH, cepAueM pa3YMelO

peqb 6e3rAarOAhHYIO
TBOIO. (182 I).

\"Sound, sound from the steep summit, do not fall still, 0 grey torrent!

Unite thy lengthy roar to the valley's lengthy
echo. . .! and with the

roaring storm thy stormy roar accords. Why do I listen to thee in sense-

less expectation? Why does my
breast tremble with some prophetic

trepidation? As if charmed, I stand above thy misty chasm and, it seems,

with my heart I understand thy
wordless speech.\

Ii
Cf. note 4, p. 14.)
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This is already a \"conversation\" with the waterfall, an attempt to

understand its wordless (bezglago/'nuju) \"speech\".
And it is

characteristic that the colorful visual picture of the waterfall has

entirely disappeared!

In the same year another romanticist, Bestuzev-Marlinskij, ex-

tolled the Narva-waterfall in a verse fragment included in a prose

article. 8

Marlinskij joins new imagery and the \"psychologization\"

of a natural phenomenon to the pictorial style
of Derzavin and

Kapnist: in \"pearly crest\" (ozemcuzennoj grjadoj) the waves)

. . . npHAaH Qepe3 CKaAbI,
u

HrpalOT B KpacoTe qy AeCHOIf

OTAHBOM paAyrl1 He6ecHoti,
u

orHHMH rpOMOBOI1 CTpeAbI;

BOT B 6ypHble CAIIAI1Cb BaALI

11 C rpoxoTOM aAMa3HY CTeHY,

yrraB, pa36pbI3rHBalOT B neHY. . .

\"

. . . springing over the cliffs, the heavenly rainbow's colors play in
their marvellous beauty, like the thunder-arrow's fires; here they flow

together in stormy waves and, falling, with a roar explode the diamond
wall in foam. . . \

the streams)

TO
6PbI3)KYT 30AOTbIM CHonOM,

u
TO rHYTCH paAyrolO CMeAOI1,

TO, BcrrbIxHynllIl1 QBeTHbIM A ytleM,

AeTHT If racHyr B neHe 6eAoti. . .

\"now spurt into a golden sheaf, now bend into a daring rainbow, now,
blazing

in a colored ray, fly and fade in the white foam. . . \"

Nor does Marlinskij forget the \"frozen waterfall\":)

II Ilenl1 MXOB,
II IIAlOl!!b IIeqaAbHoti

KOPOti IIoAepHyrLI KpIlCTaALHOH;

rp03AHMu BbIAIIACH aAMa3;
C

rrp\"6pe)KHbIX COCH, C BeTBeti AOAHHbI)

I Poezdka v Revel', 1821 ; cited according to the Slicholvorenija of Bestu.zev-
Marlinskij in Bol'Jaja Biblioteka Poeta (1948), pp. 126f. Other poems of
Marlinskij ibidem.)
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KIICTHMH 3bI6AIOTCH
py6l1Hbi

II 6J\\eCKOM OCJ\\ellAHIOT r J\\aa. . .

\"And chains of moss, and the sad ivy covered with a crystal crust; the
diamonds flow in clusters; from the pines of the shore, from the branches
of the

valley tassels of rubies tremble and blind the eye with their
brilliance. \

But for Marlinskij the waterfall's waves are already living beings:)

TOJ\\nHTCH BOJ\\HbI 3a BOJ\\HOIO

B CTeCHeHHbIH 60H3J\\JfBbIH Kpyr.
BOT 6J\\1I3KO

nponacTH.
.. 11 BApyr,

u
cBepKH}'B J\\

yqOM XPYCTaAbHOH BJ\\arl1,

BHM3 CKa tIYT, nOJ\\Hble OTBarH. . .)

CTPYH cBepraHcb rreJ\\eHolO,

KaK 6bI IIrpalOT MeJK c0601O. . .

\"wave after wave crowds together in a tight fearful circle. Here, close
to the cliff. . . and suddenly, flashing a ray of crystal moisture, leap down,
full of daring. .. The streams, falling like a curtain, playas if with one

another. . .
\

And Marlinskij, of course, does not
forget

his subjective impression:

Bce 060J\\bl!!eHbe y J\\OBJ\\HJ\\O

II Bce B MetITaTeAe nIlTaJ\\O

AYIIII1 OnTl1tIeCKI1H 06MaH. 7

\"All enchantment caught the dreamer and fed in him the optical illusion

of the soul.\

While admiring the waterfall, Marlinskij \"remembers the misfor-

tune of one of my forebears\". \"Slowly and with a heavy heart I

drew away from the rapids, and the waterfall's distant sound

awoke in my memory echoes of the distant and not-so-distant
past.\"

The objective symbol of Derzavin has been replaced by subjective
. .

rem.lnlscence. . .

On a level with Boratynskij's poem stands the The force of Song
7

Cj. \"opticeskij obman\" in the Russkie Noci of prince V. Odoevskij (re-

edited Moscow, 1913), pp. 65, 87, and N. Polevoj, Moskovskij Telegraf, 1833,

vol. II, p. 234.)
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(Sila pesnopenija) published in 1824 by the young poet S. Sevyrev;
8

formally an ode, but in theme and phraseology a purely romantic

work, this poem joins to the lexical tradition of the eighteenth

century the influences of the circle of ULjubomudry\"
to which

Sevyrev belonged. The first verse of this poem presents poetic
creation in the image of a \\vaterfall:

KaK 6YPHbIII TOK C YTecoB ropAbIx
v

cTpeMHTcH llIYMHOIO BOAHOI1,

06AOMKI1 CKaA Bpaij!aeT TBepAbIX

11
Ay6bI PYllIUT npeA c06oll:;

-

v

H cMoTpnT nYTHHK M3YMAeHHbuI
v v

Ha CBeTAbUI nap AeTyqeH neHbI
v

II CAbIllIHT rp03HbIlI peB BOAHbI:

HO OH He 3p11T, OTKOAb
CTpeMAeHbH,

TaK AblOTCH BOAHbI neCHoneHbH

H3 Tall:HOll: cepAQa rAy6HHbI.

\"Like a stormy current from the proud cliffs it flows in noisy waves,
tosses about the fragments of hard rock, destroys the oaks before it; -

and the astounded wayfarer regards the light vapor of the fiying foam
and hears the wave's stern roar, but he does not see from where this
rushing comes, thus flow the waves of singing from the secret depth of
the heart.\

Here the symbol of the waterfall, like the night and the wind in

Tjutcev later, symbolizes that same \"secret depth of the heart\",

a fundamental conception of romantic psychology. 9
In later poems

Russian romanticists either cannot or will not lend such ponderous
symbolism

to the image of the waterfall as did Boratynskij and

Sevyrev. But the
image

itself is preserved, one of those typical
of Russian romanticism.

In the same
year

a waterfall appears in Kjuchel'beker's ode on

the death of Byron: the poet is like a waterfall:

TaK BOAonaA Me)KAY CKaAaMM

peBeT, nyraeT B30p 11CA
yx ;

8 In Trudy Obscesh'a Ljubitelej Rossijskoj Siovesnosti, V (Moscow, 1824),
pp. 285 ff. Not the collected poetry of Sevyrev in Bo/'Jaja Biblioteka Poeta.

9
See my Outline. . ., pp. 86 and 87; further, Chapter 3 of this work and

the remarks on the concept \"heart\" in Chapter 4.)
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HpHCb, CTpeMMTCH B Kpaii HaA3Be3AHbIH;

BApyr I1CQe3aeT B MpaKe 6e3AHbI. . .

\"Thus a waterfall between the cliffs roars and frightens eye and ear;
in fury, rushes to the space above the stars; abruptly disappears into
the chasm's darkness...\

For Kjuchel'beker the waterfall is obviously a metaphor both of

poetic creation and of the poet's ruin. The image of the poet's

creativity as a waterfall is repeated briefly
in 1834 (Is/rail, at the

end: \"kak gornyj tok, iduscij v
doly\.") But at approximately the

same time (the 1830's), in the poem Time
(Vremja), Kjuchel'beker

returns to DerZavin's image of the waterfall-time, even repeating
the Derzavin-like

optical imagery:)

C
KPYTM3HbI KHnMT JKeM'tIyr,

6AecK H paAyra BOKpyr. . .

\"From the steep slope the pearls boil down, around all is brilliance
d

.
b \"

an ram ow...)

The same image occurs in the poem To My Brother (Bratu 1833).

In 1826 the romantic theoretician prince P.
Vjazemskij

writes

his Waterfall (once again the Narva waterfall gives rise to a poem).
We meet echoes of Derzavin's imagery in Vjazemskij's work too,
but for him the main

thing
is subjective experience and a no less

subjective symbolic interpretation; visual images, incidentally,
occupy

a minimal place:

)KeMQYJKHOIO, Kl1nHJ!!eM AaBOM. . .

AO)I{Ab 6pbI3JKeT OT
ynopHoH

ClliH6KH

BOAHbI. . .

M BAa)KHbIM AbIM, KaK o6AaK 3bI6KMH. . .

\"like the pearly burning lava... spurts the rain from the stubborn

impact
of the wave. .. and the damp smoke, like an unsteady cloud.\"

The poem begins with an address to the waterfall:

HecHcb C
HeYKpoTMMbIM rHeBOM,

MHTeJKHOM BAarl1 BAaCTeAI1H!

HaA TMIIII1HOM oKpecTHoM peBoM

rocnoAcTBYH, 6YPHbIM
I1cnoAMH!)
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\"Rush with indomitable anger, 0 master of rebellious water! Rule the

surroundings silence with thy roar, 0 stormy giant!\"

The \"psychologization\" of the waterfall is continued in what

follows: the waterfall is a \"struggle\", a \"battle\", a \"clash\" (bor'ba,

boj, ssibka) of \"wave fighting
with wave\" (volny srazivsejsja s

volnoj). To the \"implacable anger\" (neukrotimomu gnevu)
of the

waterfall is joined its \"ferocity\" (svirepstvovanie). A series of

psychological epithets: \"angry\", \"infuriated\", \"sullen\" (serdityj,

razojarennyj, ugrjumyj), \"internecine-stormy waves\" (metdousobno-

burnye volny), and the author speaks of himself:

H MbICAblO norpY)KalOCb
B llIYMe

Me)KAoyco6HO-6ypHbIX BOAH.

\"In thought I sink within the noise of the internecine-stormy waves.\

The central thought of the poem is an antithesis between the water-

fall and the calm beauty of nature, but it is the
\"insurgent\"

water-

fall that is close to the soul of man. The poem concludes with a

philosophic interpretation, recalling in character (but not in

strength of poetic expression) the poetry of Tjutcev:

npOTlffiOpetlMe npMpoAbI,

nOA rp03HbIM 3HaMeHeM TpeBor,
u

B 3aAOre BetlHOM HenorOAbI

TbI 6bITl1H rrpllHA 3aAor.

BOpBaBllIl1Cb B cell rrpeAeA crroKollHbIll,

OAlIH cBMpenCTByellIb BrA YllIH,
u u

KaK BAOAb nYCTbIHH BHXOpb 3HOHHbIM,

KaK CTpaCTb B CBHTIIAlIl!!e AYllIl1.
KaK

TbI,
BHe3arrHO pa3pa3lITCH,

KaK TbI, paCTeT OHa B 60pb6e,

Tep3aeT AOHO,
r Ae pOAIiTCH,

11 rrorA0l!!aeTcH B ce6e.

\"Contradiction of nature, beneath the stern banner of unrest, as a pawn
of eternal bad weather you received the

pledge
of existence. Bursting

upon this calm province, you rule alone in the silence, as the fiery
whirlwind in the desert, as a passion in the temple of the soul. Like

you, it breaks out
suddenly, like you, it grows in struggle, rends the

womb that bears it, and is in itself devoured.\
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It is interesting that in Vjazemskij's romantic Waterfall there
are still very noticeable elements of classicist vocabulary: svjatilisce,

igralisce, zercalo, prijal, sej, votsce, etc. Nevertheless the poem's
artistic resources are deliberately romantic: apart from the \"psy-
chological epithets\", we notice, precisely in a traditionally Derza-
vin-like colorist

line, a paradoxical rapprochement of water and

fire: the water is \"lava\".11

In 1829
(written in 1827-8) appears Fedor Glinka's Karelija,

in which we find a picture of Derzavin's Kivac. The transposition

of Derzavin's stanza into iambic tetrameter is framed by a sonorous
and

subjective
tableau:

Ho qTO llI)'MHT? . . . B \"ycTbIHe IllOIIOT

pacTeT, pacTeT, 3BYtJI1T
M

BAPyr
-

KaK 6y ATO KOHHOi1:paTH TOIIOT

AMBHT II YJKaCaeT CA yx !

\"What noise is that?.. in the wilderness a whisper grows, grows,

sounds and suddenly - like the trample of a mounted host amazes and

aws the hearing!\

but here there is also an address to the waterfall:

\"KI1Baq! KnBaq!. . . OTBeTcTByi1:, TbI AM?\"

11 BbICAaA
6yplO

OH B OTBeT.

\"Kivac! Kivac!. . . Answer, is it thou? And he sent a storm in answer.\

The coloristic tableau, incidentally, is somewhat changed by the

personification of the waterfall:
\"mighty giant\" (mogucij ispolin),

complemented by a picture of the waterfall at night, and completed
by

a lyric ending:

TYT 6y AY H! TYT )1<l13Hb TeKH!

o CqaCTbe JKl13HH ceH BOAHI1CTOH!

r Ae TbI? - B
qepTOre

Ab 60raqa,

B 06eTax pOCKOIllH HeqI1CToi1,

HAM B KapeAI1H AecHcToi1,

IIOA BeqHbIM rnYMOM
KHBaqa?

11 Paradoxical rapprochements are characteris..ic of the romantic style, cf.

the remarks in my commentary to Evgenij Onegin (Cambridge, Mass., 1953),
p. 257 et al.)
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\"Here I shall be! Here shall my life flow by! 0 joy of this life of waves!

Where art thou? In the chambers of the rich, in the lures of unclean

luxury, or in wooded Carelia, by the eternal sound of the Kivac?\"

The Decembrist poets became familiar with the mountain rivers

and streams of Siberia, and turn to them with the same lyric

monologues. In 1828 Bestuzev-Marlinskij sings of the waterfall

Sebutuj:)

CTeHau, rnYMH, nOTOK nycTbIHHOU,

HeH3MepHMbIu llIe6YTYH. . .

\"Groan, sound, wilderness stream, immeasurable Sebutuj. . .
\

And the image of the Siberian waterfall now unites both per-

sonification and subjectively lyric motifs:)

KaTHCb rrOA pOKOBOIO CHAOU,

He)'KpOTH\037fbIH lIIe6yryu!

TBoe ponTaHbe
- rOAOC

MIL\\OH,

TBOH AHBeHb -
6paTCKHH nOQeA yu !

I{or Aa rpOMaM TBOI-IM BHHMaIO

H B KYAP\" AbeTCH 6pbI3rOB rrbL\\b -

HeBOAbHO H
rrpn:rrOMIUlaIO

CBOIO TalIHCTBeHHYIO 6blAb. . .

Te6e nO.lJ,06HO, rop\037bIH, IlIYMHOH,

OT BbICOTbI pOAHMbIX CKaA

BAeKOMbIH CTpaCTIIIO 6C3Y!\\Uloil,
H B

6e3AHY
rH6eAlI ynaA!. . .

\"Flow beneath the fatal force of the implacable Sebutuj! Thy grumbling

is the beloved's voice, thy shower a brotherly kiss! When I hear thy
thunder and the dust of thy raindrops wets my hair - involuntarily I
remember my own clandestine past. .. Like you, proud, noisy I

feU,

drawn by a mad passion, from the heights of native cliffs into the abyss

f ., \"
o ru In.. . .)

The process of relnaking the imagery, of the \"subjectivization\"
of the poem's content, and of the personification of the images

of nature, continually pushes the visual
imagery

into the back-

ground and brings to the fore impressions of sound, symbolizing
the \"voice\" of the waterfall for the romantic poets. It is charac-)
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teristic that Marlinskij strikes out from his poem to the Sebutuj
the pictorial stanza:)

H HaA T060H Kpaca npI1pOAbI;
v

rrOA YB03AYIlIHbIH ncpAoB MOCT

crH6aeT
paAY)KHbIe CBOAbI,

6AecTH, KaK pafIcKoM nTHQbI XBOCT. . .

\"And above thee nature's beauty; the half-airy bridge of pearls bends
its rainbow arches, brilliant as a bird-of-paradise' taill. . . \"

In the following year, 1829, Marlinskij writes the reminiscent

poen1 Finland. Here there is only a relic of a pictorial image:)

C
KPYTH3HbI

B nycTbIHHbIe 3aAHBbI,

KaK paAyrH, 6eryr KAIOqH HrpHBbI.

\"From the
heights into deserted bays the playful streams like rainbows

run. \

But the image of Finnish \\vaterfalls is already purely sonorous;

not without romantic lexical allusions (revolution is a \"tocsin\"

[nahal]; hell):)

TaM CHAOH BOA np06HTbIe rpOMaAbI
u

3aABllHYAlI noporOM neHHbIH aA,
11 B

6e3AHY
HX KpyrHTCH BOAonaAbI,

rpeMyqHe, KaK BOIOI!!HH Ha6aT;

HM BTOpHT rYA

-
)KHAeQ neIJ!epbI AaAbHeU,

v v
KaK TIDKKHH MAaT no aACKOH HaKOBaAbHe. . .

\"There the rocky masses, pierced by the waters' force, close off in rapids

the foamy hell, and in their chasm spin \\\\'aterfalls, howling like the

wailing tocsin; they are answered by a rumble, tenant of a distant grotto,

like a heavy hammer on the hellish anvil.\"

The poem ends in lines in \\vhich all nature is but a symbol: for

the poet, traces of surf on the clifls are \"runes\" - \"I understood

them\" -)

H C ApeBHHx rop 3aBCTHbIe CKpH)KaAH

MHe AHBHbIe npOpOqeCTBa ponTaAIi!

\"And from the ancient mountains the sacred tablets whispered marvel-

lous prophecies to me!\
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In 1830 N. M. Jazykov uses the image of a waterfall, this time

the Niagara,
to present the eternal motif of the drowning swim-

mer 12
in a new light. In his picture of the waterfall sound elements

are moved to the fore. Furthermore the image of the waterfall

itself (the first and last - fourth - stanzas of the poem) is unclear:

Mope 6pecKa, ryA, YAapbI,

II 3eMJ\\H nOTpHceHa;

TO CTeKNIHHaH CTeHa

o CKaAbI
pa3Apo6AeHa,

TO 6eryr Qpe3 KpyrOHpbI

MHorOBOAHOM HHarapbI

IlIlIpllHa H rAy6HHa!

U

A sea of glitter, rumbling, blows, and the earth is shaken; there is a

wall of glass broken against the cliffs, there the width and depth
of

water-laden Niagara flee over the steep descent!\

In 1832 (written in 1830 or '31) appears
Polezaev's poem The

Waterfall. In it, too, only an insignificant role is played by pictorial
.

Images:)

fpOMaAbI BOAH 6yrpaMII XAetgyr
B rraAeHbH 6bICTpOM

H KpyrOM)

12 The image of the drowning swimmer is common in baroque poetry;
see my book Filosofija H. S. Skovorody (Warsaw, 1934), pp. 196, 202 note 20.

In Russian romantic poetry
we find it in Zukovskij (Plo}-'ec, 1811), Kozlov

(K drugu Zukovskomu, 1822; Plovec, 1823; Novye stansy, 1827; Burja, 1828;
Dva celnoka, 1833; Razluka, 1836), Polezaev (Pesn' pogibajuscego plovca, 1828),

Jazykov (in three poems with the same title Plovec before 1829, 1831, and 1839),
prince Vjazemskij (at the end of the poem Volnenie, 1829), Lermontov (Groza

sumit. '., 1830; Romans, 1831; Zelanie, stanza 2, 1832), Denis Davydov

(I moja zvezdocka, 1834), A. Timofeev (Razluka, before 1835), N. Ogarev

(Christianin, 1838), and many other Russian poets. In other Slavic literatures

one should note expecially the poems of Mickiewicz Zeglarz (0 morze zjawisk)

(1821), with echoes of baroque symbolism of the sea, W inJionniku K. R. and
Zeglarz (Z inlionnika Z.) (both 1825), and the 3d and 4th Crilnean Sonnets;
in Czech romanticism, Mach's Dite (see the edition of Fr. Krcma, K. H. Macha,

Dilo, Prague, 1928, vol. I, 127) and K. Sabina's Na plavbe (1835); in the Jugo-

slav, the poems of Stanko Vraz
Vrpca and Srce (both printed in 1845). This

image is symbolically applied in V. Tumanskij's Elegija (1824) and Setovanie

(1825), in the
Socinenija of Tumanskij edited by S. Brailovskij (SPb, 1912),

pp. 137ff. and 150ff.)
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If, pa3AeTeBIlIHCb, HpKO 6AeIMYT

BOKpyr Cepe6pHHbIM AOIKAeM.

\"The wave-masses strike like hillocks in their steep and rapid fall and,
flying apart, gleam clearly brilliant, like a silver rain.\

Sound is in the forefront:)

PeBeT If CTOHeT ryA npOTH)KHOH
v

no pa30pBaBIlleHCH peKe
v v

H, HCQe3aH C neHOH BAa)KHOM,

CMOAKaeT rAYXO B.lJ;aAeKe.

\"The drawn-out rumble howls and groans along the exploded river and,
disappearing in moist foam, grows mutely silent in the distance.\

And psychological symbolism is the fundamental theme of the
second half of the poem:)

BOT Hallia IKH3Hb! BOT 06pa3 BepHoM
norH611IeM IOHOCTH Moen!

-

u
OHa B Kpace HeAHyeMepHoH

v

cnepBa KaTHAaCb, KaK pyqeH;

nOTOM B nbIA y CTpaCTeH 6e3YMHbIX,

6bICTpa, KaK
ropHbIll BOAorraA,

HCQe3Aa BApyr rrpH rrAeCKax IlIYMHbIX,

KaK 3xa AaAbHerO pacKaT.

\"Here is our life! here the true image of my lost youth! -
it flowed at

first in its true beauty, like a brook; then in the heat of senseless passions

rapid, like a mountain waterfall, it disappeared abruptly in loud splash-

ings, like a distant echo's peal.
\

And again an appeal to the waterfall, which is here a symbol not

only
of the passions, but also of freedom:

IIIYMH, mYMH, 0 CbIlI
npHpO.lJ;bI!

TbI 6e30TpaAHOlO nopoH

neBYY HanOMHHA 6AecK cB060AbI

cBoell cB060AHOlO HrpoH!

\"Sound, sound, 0 son of nature! In a cheerless time you recalled to the

bard in your free play the glint of freedom!\
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Again in 1840, V. Raevskij, banished to Siberia in 1827, addresses

a mountain stream with the exotic name Ikaguan:

III YMH, mYMIi, I1KaryaH,
TBOR

rnyM rAyxoR, oAH006pa3HbIH

CAIiACH B OAHO C TOAnolO AYM

C M:CtlTOM nCqaJ\\bHOM Ii 6eccBH3HOH!

\"Sound, sound, Ikaguan, your toneless, monotonous sound has flowed

together with a host of thoughts, with a sad and incoherent dream!

The mountain torrent is a symbol of aspiration toward freedom:

BHIi3Y rnYMIiT I1KaryaH,

PCBYT
cro B YTccax BOAbI. . .

3atlCM OHII KIinHT
CTPYCM,

KY Aa, 6CACH nCHoM CHC)KHOM,

KaK GypCH B3AoMaHHoR cTc3eu,

HCCYT
CBOM mYM, pa36er MHTC)KHbIU?

CnpocIi npnpoAY, rAe YCTaB
MH CIiA HaAMcHHbIX Ii cB060AbI?

OHIi HC 3HalOT HanniX npaB,
-

3ACCb ropbI,
KaMCHHbIC CBOAbI

u
H 3HMHHIi ACA HX BOAIO

)KMYT.

C BcpmlIHbI ropHoro CaHHa

OHH ACTHT, OHH 6cryr
K

6pcTaM npIiBoAbHbIM
OKcaHa. . .

\"The Ikaguan sounds below, his waters roar between the cliffs . .. Why
do they boil in torrent, whereto, white in snowy foam, as if along a

stormy run? Ask nature, where is the law for her haughty forces and her
freedom? They do not know our laws,

- here mountains, stony vaults and
winter ice restrain their freedom. From the heights of the mountainous
Sajan they fly, they flow to the ocean's untrammelled shores. . . \"

And, as it seenlS, the last poem devoted to waterfalls and moun-
tain streams is the Argun' of Kjuchel'beker (1842); this is already
a purely lyric poem about one of the rivers which the poet, a

Hwanderer\" (skitalec), had \"visited\", and, as in other cases, he

says good-by on the riverbank to his \"last friend\" (the Polish

exile K. Sawicze\\vski). Only the title of the poem Argun' and one
line,)
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llIYMH lKe, 0 ApryHb, Moe 6AarocAoBeHbe!

\"Announce my blessing, 0 Argun!\

show that this waterfall is for Kjuchel'beker an image of the
eternal anxiety in the poet's soul and of the continual loss of his
friends. 13

A remarkable example of the
\"psychologization\" of the waterfall

image is found in a poem written before 1836
by

the Czech romantic

K. H. Macha: a mountain torrent and waterfall rushes off some-

where, toward the poet's distant and unknown beloved (la princesse
/ointaine) :)

Umlkni, potoku hlucny,

padajici z kolnlych skal. . .)

o cern mluvis? 0 jen 0 ni!

Kde jest ona? Rci kde dli?

V luno jeji jen se kloni

rychly beh tvuj? K ni, jen k ni?

Proc me touha po ni mori?

Tvafi jejich nevidel jsem,
hlasu jejich neslysel jsem,

predce me srdce hiskou hori.

o cern mluvis? 0 jen 0 ni!
Rci! Proc places? 0 jen pro ni!)

13 Waterfall images are found in Puskin in the pocms Kavkaz and Terek
(both 1829); the Terek is depicted as a wild beast, as is the sea in

Mednyj

Vsad\"ik (ef chapter 3, note 33). Lermontov mentions waterfalls and mountain
streams in poems, but all his Caucasian scenes take on symbolic meaning only
in the context (see Meyri, stanza 10; IZlnaii Bej, stanzas 1, 2J, 11,1, and HI, 27;
Chadii Abrek, beginning). Waterfalls are only nlentioned by Kozlov (Drugu

Zukovskonlu, 1822; Stansy Gnedicll, 1825), and Kjuchel'beker (S.iatopolk,
part III, 1824; Edinoborstvo G0f11era i Darida, post 1829; Bratll, 1833-

citations

from the Stichotvorenija of Kjuchcl'beker in Bol'saja Biblioteka Poeta, vol. I,
1839,pp. 99, 109, 148, cf also J 50), by V. Tepljakov (1804-42) in the poem
Kavkaz (bcfore 1832?), where waterfalls \"serebronl rastoplenllynl letjat\" (ef.

N. Gerbel', RlIsskie poety, 2nd ed., 1888, p. 275). The theme of P. Ersov's

Dream (1834) is original: this is a waterfall that the poet sees in a dream. In
Siovacki, together with a waterfall scene in the poem W Szwajcarii. I (before

1839), there is an interesting symbolic image of the waterfall-soul in Do pan;

Joanny Bobrowej (1845).)
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UFall still, sonorous stream, falling from steep cliffs? .. Of what
speak

you? Only of her! Where is she? Say, where? Bends your swift course

to her bosom? To her, to her alone? Why does this yearning for her
overcome me? I have not seen her face, I have not heard her voice, and

yet my heart burns with love. Of what speak you? Only
of her! Say!

Why weep you? Only for her!\"

Mickiewicz has a remarkable
fragment, beginning with the words:

Wsruchac
si\037

w szum \\v6d gluchy, zimny i jednaki

i przez fa Ie rozeznac mysl w6d jak przez
znaki. . .

UTo heed the muffled, cold, monotonous sound of waters and
recognize

in the waves the waters
'I

thought, as if by omens. . .
\

However, it is a question here of the element water in general,

of the river or the sea. .. Nevertheless, these lines
express clearly

the new theme of romantic poetry of nature. It is worthwhile to
remember as well Kjuchel'beker's words, addressed to the wind

(The Wind, 1827 or '28):)

TI
YCTb Aeca, XOAMbl II AOAbI

or AaCllT TBot'i lII)'MHbIH 3bIK!
BHHTHbI MHe TBOH rAarOAbI,

u
MHe IIOHHTeH TBOll H3bIK.)

\"Let thy sonorous cry fill woods, hills, and valleys! To me thy \\vords

are clear, to me thy tongue is plain.\
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III)

VOCABULARY - REINTERPRETATION-

NEOLOGISMS)

It is not difficult to notice that all Russian poem devoted to water-

falls and mountain streams
display

a considerable unity of vocab-

ulary. However, the repetition of words and of images connected

with them divides the vocabulary of waterfall poems into two

groups. To the first belong visual, coloristic designations: dia-

monds-a/mazy (or almaznyj) in Derzavin, Kapnist, Bestuzev-

Marlinskij; pearls-zemcug in Derzavin, Kapnist, Vjazemskij, N.

Bobriscev-Puskin, Glinka; other precious stones in Derzavin,

Kapnist, Marlinskij; silver-serebro in Derzavin, Glinka, Pozelaev;

rainbow-raduga in Kapnist and Bestuzev-Marlinskij. Other poets

pay no attention to bright colors - which are undoubtedly really
the most characteristic feature of the waterfall image. In certain

poets we find non-coloristic visual images: foam-pena, smoke-dym,

cloud-ob/ako (i.e., little splashes of water).

On the other hand, the poets almost without exception mention

the \"roar\", \"thunder\", \"howl\" (rev, grom, voj) of waterfalls and

mountain torrents. In
particular,

Derzavin's address to the water-

fall: \"Sound, sound\" (Sumi, sUlni) is repeated by Boratynskij,

Polezaev, and V. Raevskij, varied in Marlinskij's address to the

Sebutuj: \"Groan, sound\" (Stenaj, sumi), and simplified be Kjuchel'-

beker to \"Sound, Argun'\" (Sun1; =e,
0 Argun'). We meet different

appeals to the waterfall in Vjazemskij: \"Rush with implacable

anger\" (Nes;s' s neukrotimym gnevom) and Glinka: \"Kivat! Kivac!

. .. Answer...\"
(Kivac

Kivac!. .. Otvetstvuj...).

In the Russian romantic poets we find a whole complex of

words, known to us from Russian romantic poetry and connected)
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with its fundamental ideological tendencies. 1 These words can be

consolidated into
specific

semantic fields.
2 We encounter first of

all a series of words connected with a change of judgments and

appraisals in the sphere of man's spiritual life. Words of this

semantic field are employed partially in the personification of the

waterfall,
which is presented as a living being, and partly in the

portrayal of the poets' experience
while contemplating the water-

fall. All of these words are not new; we can find almost all of

them in eighteenth-century poetry and prose, but
they

are \"re-

interpreted\" and re-evaluated by the romanticists. Words with a

negative, pejorative meaning began to be used in a positive sense;

certain words acquired a completely new meaning;
3 others are

simply characteristic of romanticism and manifest little or no
semantic change. It is interesting that in the poems we have

examined these words are encountered
frequently

and at times,

so to say, in \"contracted\" form within a restricted context.
To the psychologica] words belongs first of all \"mad\", \"insane\"

(bezumnyj) (in Boratynskij, Marlinskij, and Polezaev): Boratynskij

listens to the waterfall's \"speech\" with \"mad expectation\" (bezum-

nym ozidan'em); both Marlinskij and Polezaev
speak

of the \"in-

sensate passion\" (bezymnych strastjach) which has led them into
an \"abyss of ruin\" (bezdnu gibeli). In no case, of course, can there
be a question of a negative attitude on the poets' part toward
their own experiences: neither poet was in the least disappointed
in his revolutionary Weltanschauung. The romantic world-view

in general uncovers a certain positive character in umadness\";
romantic literature in the West and among the Slavs contains a

series of \"Apologies of Madness\", proofs that in spiritual life the

abnormal reveals certain spheres of cognition which are inaccessible
to the normal person; in other cases the word bezumnyj signifies

complete candour, spontaneity, and intensity of the
feelings,)

1
There are a few words on this subject in my commentary to

Evgenij

Onegin, Introduction, pp. xx-xxiv.
2 On this concept see Jost Trier, Der delltsche Wortschatz im Sinnblick

des Ver.ftandes; die GescJlichte eines sprachlichen Fe/des (Heidelberg, 1931).
3

See above note 1.
4 See Chapter 4.)
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passions (strastej) experienced.
4

The symbolic meaning of the

waterfall image in the poems of Marlinskij and Polezaev shows

that both poets see a certain \"madness'\" of nature in the waterfall

itself; we find analogous motifs in Vjazemskij's poem: the water-

fall, a \"contradiction of nature\" (protivore(\";ie prirody), is compared

to passion, to the Hfiery whirlwind\"
(znojnYI1'I vichrem).5

Boratynskij's umadness\" is that he expects from the waterfall
an answer to certain

questions,
the \"marvellous prophecies\"

(divnye prorocestva) of Marlinskij, the \"blessing\" (blagoslovenie)
of Kjuchel'beker, understanding of the \"wordless speech\", of the

\"tongue\" of nature. It seems to him
(mnitsja)

that he understands

the waterfall's \"speech\". One can confront the word mnitsja with

a series of words treating the poets' experience as a poetic illusion,
effectively

termed by Marlinskij an Uoptical illusion of the soul\".

The word
\"deception\" (obman) itself was reinterpreted, principally

by Puskin, as a designation of aesthetic illusion. e

Apart from the

word obman, one should notice Raevskij's \"dream\" (metra), Bora-

tynskij's ocarovannyj (originally Hbewitched\,") and Marlinskij's

udelusion\" (obol'stenie). All of these words, from various sides,
help

elucidate the conception of poetry as on the one hand \"magic\"

(volsebstvo)
and on the other \"poetic illusion\", the essence of

aesthetic perception. Illusion
(der

schone Trug of German aes-

thetics) is in a certain sense genuine cognition and a real force,

the attitude towards which, of course, is not the same as that of

the eighteenth-century Enlightenment. Puskin for this very reason

defined ohman more closely, as a poetic ill usion, with the words

\"deception elevating us\" (nos vozvysajuscij obman).
'1)

6
The word strast' in the sense of upassion\", Gennan uLeidenschaft\",

has

a positive coloration in romantic poetry; in eighteenth-century psychology,
on the other hand, a big role was played by the question of the Ufight against

the passions\", undoubtedly under the influence of the Stoics (also in Descartes

and Spinoza). Against \"stoicism\" see the remark of prince Vjazemskij (Socine-

nija, vol. IX, 1884, Staraja zapiasnja kniika, p. 19, a remark of the late twenties).

The word strast' had a pejorative meaning even later, among the realists (cf.

Goncarov's Oblomov, part II, chapter II).
I See my commentary to Evgenij Onegin, p. xxii.

'1
See my articles \037Puskin und die Romantik', Siavische Rundscllau, 1937,

2,pp. 69-80;Germanoslavica, V (1937-9),1, pp. 1-31 ; 'Puskin medzi romantizmom

a klasicizmom'. Siovanske Pohl'ady, 1937, 1, pp. 36-41, and 2, pp. 75-83.)
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Aesthetic perception is approached from another angle by words

which point out something enigmatic, something beyond the bounds

of the ordinary, in life and nature: poetic creation itself is connected

with the Usecret\" depths of experience (Sevyrev), and man's life

with its reversals is a \"secret fact\" (tainstvennaja by!') (Marlinskij).

Both words border
upon

the semantic field of enchanted (ocaro-

vannyj) and delusion (obol'scenie).
Another semantic field,

of words signifying mobility, change-

ability, or restlessness, is connected with the idea of man's sub-

jective experiences. These words too are applied partly to the

poets' experiences, partly
to the waterfall, \"personified\", as we

know, and presented as a living being. These words were reinter-

preted and acquired a positive coloration. Such is, first of all, the

word mjateinyj, originally meaning \"revolutionary\", but signifying
in the romantic lexicon

precisely
that side of spiritual experiences,

their dynamism, which was presented as a symptom of their

sincerity and depth. We find this word in Boratynskij (the water-
fall's \"rebellious roar\" [rev mjateznyj] is perhaps close to the

\"tocsin\" [nabat] of Bestuzev-Marlinskij),in Vjazemskij,
who speaks

of the waterfall's \"insurgent moisture\" (mjateznoj vlagi), and in

Raevskij (the \"restless running\" [lnjateznyj razbeg] of the waters

of the Ikaguan). Close to this word are Boratynskij's \"trembles\"

(trepescet) and \"trepidation\" (trepetan' e) and Vjazemskij's \"\037larm\"

(trevoga). Spiritual experiences can be traced back to man's \"heart\"

(serdce): Boratynskij \"understands in [his] heart\" (serdcem razu-

nleet) the \"wordless speech\" of nature, and in Sevyrev's opinion
poetic creativity originates in the \"secret depth of the heart\" (iz

tajnoj serdca glubiny). The word serdce in the psychological sense

is of course not new; in the romantic lexicon it loses a considerable
portion

of its emotional and sentimental coloration: both cases of

the use of the word serdce in the poems mentioned testify with

sufficient clarity to the fact that the \"heart\" is a symbolic design-

ation of both the source of cognition and the source of creativity.

Such is the meaning of this word, for example, in Tjutcev, who
invests the heart (Silentium) not with feeling or emotion, but with

\"thought\" (mysl'):)
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KaK
cepAIlY BblLKa3aTb ce6H?)

M bI CAb 113petleHHaH eCTb AO)Kb. . .

\"How can the heart express itself? . . Thought expressed is falsehood.\

As in Boratynskij, nature
(vetr nocnoj\") speaks a \"language\"

\"intelligible to the heart\" (jazykom ponjatny,n serdcu). This re-

interpretation of the word serdce has a long tradition in Slavic
romanticism. 8

The word \"depth\" (glubina), which is in addition

\"secret\" (tajnaja), is particularly characteristic of the poetry of

Sevyrev, serving as a constant symbol of that more profound side
of spiritual life which romanticism opposes to the clear and trans-

parent side of the soul, the intelligence.
9

The expression \"depth\"

(glubina), applied to spiritual life, becomes current coin in the

poetry of Russian romanticism. The very combination of words

\"in the depth of the heart\", \"in the depth of the soul\" (v glubine

serdca, dusi), is now used even in everyday speech; it is possible

that it was already used in the eighteenth century. 10
Thus Zukov-

skij has \"in the depth of holy hearts\" (vo glubine svjatych
serdec

Dobrodetel', 2nd redaction, 1798) and \"v glubine dusi\" (Pis'mo

k ***, 1814). But in the poetry of the romanticists it is changed
into

\"heart-depth\", \"soul-depth\" (serdecnaja, dusevnaja glubina)

and reinterpreted by the adjunction of images characterizing this

\"depth\" as the place of birth and development of particularly

significan t feelings ('4. ra pture\", \"inspiration\" [vostorg, vdochnove-

nie]) or thoughts. Kjuchel'beker, who in one of his early poems

used the expression \"the speechless depth of the soul\" (bezmolvnaja

glubina du.fi), like Zukovskij, in a completely neutral sense (K
samomu sebe, 1818),already

knows in 1834 that the \"heart's depth\"

is the \"eternal\" source of poetic inspiration:)

8
On the concept of the heart see P. Jurkevyc, 'Serdce i ego znacenie v

duchovnoj zizni celoveka po ueeniju slova Bozija\\ Trudy Kievskoj Duchovnoj

Akademii, 1860, I; on the views of Jurkevyc my Narysy z istoriji filosofiji na

Ukrajini (Prague, 1931), pp. 150-152; B. VYSeslavcev,
Serdce v christianskoj i

indijskoj mistike (Paris, 1929). See also chapter 4, note 48.
9

These words are taken from poems quoted in the preceding chapter.
10

Glubina serdca - Hypatius-Chronicle, ed. 1871, pp. 247, 412; glubina

serdecnaja
- ibidem, p. 399.)
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. . . 113 CepAetlHOll
r A y611HbI

TeKYT OAHI1 H Te )Ke 3BYKI1

M BTOpHTCH M3 BeKa B BeK. ( l1c
<ppalIA)

\"From the heart's depth always the same sounds flow and are eternally

repeated.

\"

Also Puskin, Derevnja (The Village, 1819, Socinenija, 1950, I, p. 352).
N.

Jazykov preserves
the usual combination, reinterpreting it by

the context:)

KaK BOAHOBaAaCb BO MHe,

Ha caMOll cepAQa rAy611He

BocToproB IIAaMeHHaH
Y AaAb. . (\" 11 YIllKI1HY\" , 1826)

\"As the fiery daring of delight surged in me, in the heart's very depth. . . \

11n09TMQeCKaH CI1Aa

orHeM MoryIl!eCTBeHHbIM 6MAa

H3 rAy611HbI AYIlII1 MoeH (\"A. M.
JI3bIKOBY\", 1828)

\"And poetic force sprang in puissant fire from the depth of my soul.\"

The expression serdecnaja glubina is used by Puskin in 1823 in the

fragment
\"I implored thee lately\" (Ja umoljal tebja nedavno) and

the poem Kn. M. A.
Golicynoj (both printed later), by D. Veneviti-

nov in To a Lover of Music (K ljubitelju muzyki, 1826-7):

. BocTopr cB060AHbIH

rOpl1T B CepAeQHOll rAy6MHe.

\"Untrammelled rapture burns in the heart's depth.'\"

and several times by Vjazemskij:)

Ha TallHoM
AHe,

B
CepAeQHOM cBeTAoH rAy6MHe

\"In the secret deep, in the heart's clear
depth.\"

(Progulka v stepi, 1831), and especially in the poem Salovka (1829),
the

vocabulary
of which is in general characteristic of romanticism:)

u

rrpnpoAbI netlHO-HOBOI1

He6e3rAaroAbHbIe QepTbI

B Te6e BHe3anHO rrp06Y)KAa1OT)
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npopOt.JeCTB
Ii

npCAal-lluI CHbI,
u

11 BOAHbI Tal1HbIX AYM CKAHKalOT

CO AHa CepAetiHoti rAy611HbI.

\"The non-mute traits of nature ever new abruptly wake in you the

dreams of prophecy and legend, and call forth the waves of secret thought
from the bottom of the heart's depth.\

(ef. also Otryvki.6, 1833; Soznanie, 1854). We find dusevnaja

glubina in Tjutcev's K.N. (1824):)

KaK )K1I3HlI KAlOtI, B AYllieBoM rAy611He

\"Like life's source, in the soul's depths.\"

and Silentium (1830), and in Venevitinov's Consolation (Ute-

senie, 1826); in the \"soul-depth\" there lives a
\"spark

of noble

passion\" (iskra strasti blagorodnoj). Tjutcev prefers the word

\"abyss\" (bezdna), which is
very frequent in his works (applied

to the soul, for example, in Holy night
on the horizon has arisen

(Svjataja nor' na nebosklon vzosla, 1850); the poet's soul is \"amidst

the double drasm\" (mezdu dvojnoju bezdnoj, in Lebed', 1839), or
\"elements\", \"chaos\" (stichija, chaos). These word combinations

are also found later in their new meaning, for example in an epigon

of romanticism, A. K. Tolstoj (Est' mnogo zvukov v serdca glubine,

1859).

A series of other epithets, aside from the nljateinyj already

mentioned, are applied to the waterfall and its \\vaters: \"proud\"

(gordyj), \"implacable\" (neukrotimyj), \"menacing\" (groznyj), \"tur-

bulent\" (bujnyj), \"stormy\" and \"storm\" (burnyj, burja) \"angry\"

(serdityj), \"savage\" (dikij),
\"infuriated\" (razojarennyj), \"gloomy\"

(ugrjumyj), waves \"full of daring\" (polnye otvagi), and, as if in

contrast to these epithets, the words \"play\", \"to play\" (igra, igrat').
These words, which are of course not new and not reinterpreted,

express a conception of the elements as \"dynaInically
exalted\"

(das dynamiseh Erhabene). Vjazemskij found for the waterfall the

apt symbol \"ruler\" (vlastelin)
and the epithet \"majestic\" (velicavyj),

in which are joined elements of the \"exalted\". Only the words

\"implacabJe, stormy\" (neukrotbnyj, bujnyj), and \"noisy\" (sumnyj

as a human characteristic) are to a certain degree reinterpreted;)
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they are here imbued with a definitely positive coloration, although

it is also possible to understand them in a negative sense. 11

However, more essential are those words which connect the

waterfall image with the notion of a force breaking out of a narrow

frame, toward freedom, words connected with the idea of struggle,

rebellion, or war: only Polezaev and Raevskij speak of \"freedom\"

(svoboda),
but to a certain degree, of course, both the word mjatez-

nyj (cJ. above) and Marlinskij's \"tocsin\", \"grumble\", \"grumbling\"

(nabat, ropot, roptan' e) are connected with the idea of a popular
uprising;

the idea of battle is clear in Glinka's words \"as the

trampling of a mounted host\" (kak budto konnoj rat; topot) and

Vjazemskij's \"struggle\", \"battle\", \"collision\", and \"war\" (bor'ba,

boj, ssibka, vojna). The subjective aspect of the symbol of struggle
and freedom is brought out (particularly by Vjazemskij) in the

image of the
\"passions\" (strasti), already occurring in Derzavin.

It is interesting, however, that Derzavin's fundamental symbol,
\"tinle\" and \"perishability\" (vremja, tlennost') of all existence, is

completely forgotten: this theme, typical
of baroque poetry, is not

unknown among the romanticists, but its absence probably demon-

strates that the waterfall was a symbol precisely of a struggle in
which there is hope of victory. Only in Vjazemskij are there
echoes of the symbolism of the transitory character of existence,

of \"passion\" (i pogloscaetsja v sebe), and Kjuchel'beker connects
the mountain river with remembrance of parting with friends, with

the transitory nature of friendship.
There is

very
little of romantic \"natural philosophy\" in romantic

waterfall poetry. It is recalled only by Boratynskij's poem with

its characterization of the waterfall as an \"abyss\" (bezdna) and its
reminder of the waterfall's \"wordless speech\" (bezglagol'naja ree').
The \"abyss\" (and the \"elements\" [stichija] related to

it)
is very

frequent in the romantic poets, for example in Tjutcev's poetry of
the night; both

Kjuchel'beker (quoted above) and Tjutcev (cJ.

above) speak of nature's language (of the wind); the same idea

resounds in the last line of Puskin's \"Night\" (Noc'): \"I search for)

11 The question of the re-evalution of word meanings is worthy of parti-
cular scrutiny: very often, a word's positive or negative coloration can only
be determined by analysis of the context in which the word is used.)
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meaning in thee\" (Smysla ja v tebe
i.')\037eu);

this illegibly-written line

was first \"reconstructed\" by Zukovskij - characteristically for him,
for the romantic side of his poetry

- as \"I learn thy obscure

tongue\" (temnyj tvoj jazyk ueu). And in any case, the waterfall

image is approxin1ated to a living being by that \"fatal force\" (roko-

vaja sUa) which attracts the waves of the Sebuluj. There is no clear

image of the water clement as a wild beast: this image is repeated

several times by Puskin - the Terek)

MrpaeT
B

cBMpenoM
BeceAbM . . .

MrpaeTIIBoeT, KaK 3BepbMoAoAOH (\"KaBKa3\",182g))

v

KaK 3Bepb ;.KHBOI1, peBeT II BoeT

(\"Me)K ropHbIx CTeH.. .\", 182g)

\"plays
in truculent gaity; plays and howls, like a young animal; roars

and howls, like a live animal.\

and in the Bronze Horseman (1833):)

HeBa
B3AYBaAaCb

II
peBeAa,

KOTAOM KAOKOqa 11 KAy6HCb,

11 BApyr, KaK 3Bepb oCTepBeHHcb,

Ha ropoA KIIHYAacb. . .12

\"The Neva swelled and roared, like a cauldron cooking, swirling, and

abruptly, like a frenzied beast, it rushed upon the city.\"

Later, the waters of the Neva, receding back into the riverbed, are

compared to bandits. Marlinskij compares the implacable rush of

the elements with \"hell\" (ad); the noise of the waterfall is \"like a

heavy hammer on hell's anvil\" (kak tjazkij
mlat po adskoj nakov-

al'ne); Vjazemskij calls the waters of the waterfall \"boiling lava\"

(kipjascaja lava), reminding the reader by this paradoxical com-

parison of a volcanic eruption - also one of the themes character-

istic of romantic poetry.)

The reinterpretation of words and their emotional fe-evaluation

is one of the most vital means by which a literary language develops,)

12
G. Glebov, 'Filosofija prirody Puskina', Puskinskij Vremennik, II (1936),

pp. 183-212,and my book Gegel' v Ross;; (Paris, 1939), pp. 44-45.)
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but to this means comparatively little attention has been paid by

investigators.
The manners of word reinterpretation are varied, but a principal

role therein is played by the use of words in such a context that
their new meaning and new emotional coloration leap to the

reader's eye. One of the clearest cases of word reinterpretation is

found in Puskin's \"sounds\" (zvuki) in the sense of poetry, verse;
13

\"sleep\" (son) in the sense of a spiritual experience beyond the reach

of the ordinary, the everyday-poetic inspiration, dreaming, love,

passion in general;
U

\"deception\" (obman) in the sense of aesthetic

illusion. 16
In our lexical survey we saw the romanticists' reinter-

pretation of the words
m}atezny}, trepetny}, bezumny}. Particularly

important is the re-evaluation of words: among those mentioned,
the re-evaluation of \"deception\" (obman) and \"folly\" (bezumie,

bezumn)j) is especially noteworthy. Both words, which were almost

abusive, take on a positive coloration in the work of Puskin (and

his contemporaries). Obman characterizes the force of an aesthetic

impression (in Evgenij Onegin the \"seductive deception [obol'-

stitel'ny) obman] applied to pre-romantic literature, appraised favor-

ably both
by

Puskin and by his readers - III, 9). Bezulnie charac-
terizes the force of a spiritual experience, very often an experience
of the author himself.

These authors
frequently

surround the basic reinterpreted word

with a series of synonyms, and of words close in meaning, creating

in this way a \"semantic field\". Around the word
\"sleep\" (son) are

grouped the words \"lulling to sleep\" (usyplenie), \"dream-vision\"

(snovidenie), \"dream\" (met/a), \"dreaming\" (mectanie), even \"de-

lirium\" (bred), etc. Contiguous to m}atezny}are the words
\"stormy\"

(burny}), \"turbulent\" (bu}nyj), \"agitation\" (volnenie), in Glinka

even \"wavy\" (volnistyj), \"infuriated\" (razo}arenny}),\"implacable\"

(neukrotimyj), \"savage\" (dikij), etc. The antithetically-reinterpreted
word pair \"heat-cold\" (iar-cholod), meaning sincerity and depth
of

spiritual experience, was already introduced into Russian poetry)

13
On this word see nlY review of H. W. M tiller's dissertation Das A1usi-

ka/ische in der Dichlllng Lerl1lOIltOl'S in ZlsIPh., XIV (t 936). ! -2, pp. 228-233.
14

See my commentary to Evgenij Ollegill, p. xxii.
15

Ibideln.)
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by Sumarokov. The romanticists, and Puskin in particular, took

up these words. Around the word zar is formed a semantic field

of such words as \"warm\" (tepiD), \"fire\" (ogon'), \"flame\" (plamja),

\"ardent\" (pylkij), \"boiling\" (kipjascij), etc.

It is interesting to note that the romantic poets, and especially

Puskin, often group elements of one or several typical semantic

fields into a single poem or into a single stanza or
part

of a long

poem. There are many such places in Evgenij Onegin (stanzas III,
7, 24,

40 ; IV, 11 ; V, 30-31; VI, 36; VII, 2 and 23, etc.). About

Lenskij's death, for example (VI, 36), we read:)

... fAe JKapKOe BOAHeHbe,

rAe 6AaropoAHoe cTpeMAeHbe
v

II tlYBCTB Ii MbICAell MOAOAbIX,

BbICOK\"X, HeJKHbIX, Y AaAbIx?

fAe 6ypHble AI06BII JKeAaHbH,

II JKaJKAa 3HaHbH II
TPY Aa,

\" cTpax nopoKa II CTbIAa,

II
Bbl,

3aBeTH bIe MetlTaH bH,

BbI, np\"3paK JK\"3H\" He3eMHoti,

BbI, C H bI n033MH CBHTOI1!)

\"Where is the hot agitation, where the noble aspiration
of youthful

thoughts and feelings, lofty, tender, daring? Where are love's stormy

longings, the thirst for toil and knowledge, the fear of vice and shame,

and you, the sacred dreamings, you, the spectre of unearthly life, you,

the dreams of holy poetry?\

(I space characteristic words of the semantic groups son, mjateznyj,

and tar.) We find just such places in Tjutcev and Vjazemskij (cf.

the quotation above from the poem Salovka; this whole poem is

full of romantic lexical elements). A similar role is played by the

words gathered together in the poem \"To the Sea\" (K Morju) by

Puskin :)

I1pOIJJati:,
cBo6oAHaH CTUXMH!

v v
B IIOCAeAHHIf pa3 rrepcAo MHOII

TbI KaTMlIIb BOAHbI rOA y6bIC
u

II 6Aeij!elIIb ropAolO KpacoH.
v

KaK Apyra porrOT 3aYHbIBbIM,)
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...

KaK 30B ero B npOl!!aAbHhIM t:Jac,
...... ...

TBOM rpYCTHbIM IIIYM, TBOM IIIYM npM3bmHbIM
...

YCAbIIIIaA
H B nocAeAHIiM pa3.)

KaK H AI06llA TBOH OT3bmbI,

rAYXIie 3BYKM, 6e3AHbI rAac,
...

M TIIIIIIIHY
B Bet:JepHMM t:Jac

Ii CBOCHpaBHbIe nOpbIBbI.

\"Farewell, free element! For the last time you roll before me your blue

waves and sparkle in your proud beauty. Like the plaintive murmur

of a friend, like his call at the hour of parting, I have heard for the last

time your mournful sound, your invocation. . . How I loved your echoes,
the muted sounds, the chasm's call and the silence at the evening hour,
and the willful impulses.\"

Similar to this word complex of semantic fields connected with

svoboda, grust', and bezdna, is the mention of Byron:)

HCQe3, OIIAaKaHHbIM C B 0 6 0 A 0 M. . .

. . . OH
AYXOl\\.f C03AaH 6bIA TBOMM:

KaK TbI MorYI!!, r A y60K 11 Mpa 'ICH,
KaK TbI, HIIt:JeM HeYKpoTMM. . .

\"disappeared, by freedom mourned... he was created by thy spirit;

as thou, puissant, deep, and somber, as thou indomitable.\

In the same poem we meet such further expressions as \"hidden

intention\" (zavetnyj umysl), \"courageous\" (otvazno), \"indomi-

table\" (neodolimyj), \"the soul burst\" (rvalas' dusa), \"storm's noise\"

(buri sum), \"foul weather\" (nepogoda), \"murmur of the waves\"

(govor voln), and, antithetic to the above, \"submissive\" (snlirennyj),

uimmovable\" (nepodviznyj), \"fettered\" (okovan), \"tyrant\" (tiran),

\"silent deserts\" (pustyni molcalivy). Occasionally one and the same

word is repeated (in Evgenij Onegin \"trembling\" [trepetnyj]).
The destiny of reinterpreted words is diverse. They often appear

in a traditional context: thus, in Puskin's early poems, the words

\"sounds\", \"to sound\", \"noisy\" (zvuki, zvucat, zvucnyj) are con-
nected with the classical

\"lyre\" (the poem Kn. M. A. Golicynoj

mentioned above, 1823; Jazykovu, 1824). Furthermore, the word
\"lyre\"

follows the word zvuki and appears as a \"commentary\" to it.)
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T\037en

the reinterpreted word begins to live its own life, appearing
without commentary and in any context. The word son and its

equivalents first appear with a direct
explanation:)

u
CHbI n033HH CBHTon. . .

rr0331I1I CBHij!eHHbIH 6peA. . .

\"The dreams of holy poetry,. .. poetry's sacred delirium. . .\"

And then simply in a neutral vein, permitting the usual inter-

pretation as well as the new:)

. . . cAaAocTHbIH, 6c3rpeIIIHbIH COH. . .

. . . CHbI 3aAYMQlIBOll AYllilI. . .
B KaKOM OH cTpaHHoM cHe?

\"
. . . sweet, sinless sleep... dreams of the pensive soul... m what

strange sleep is he?\

and so forth.

Reinterpreted words come to various ends. The semantic field

of the word son remains \"Puskinist\" and finds almost no imitators,

except for Vjazemskij, in whose work it is not infrequent, in

Puskin's meaning, between 1829-49 (IV, pp. 57, 76, 115, 123, 187,
228, 350).

16
Vjazemskij also repeats the word obnzan in Puskin's

sense (IV, 129, and
again

in 1854 in P. F. Perfil'evoj: \"obmanom

tvorceskoj dust'). Some reinterpretations meet with more success.

The field of the word zvuki completely drives out the
\"lyre\"

and

ideas connected with it, in particular \"I sing\" (poju); however,

beginning with the 'fifties of the nineteenth century, it is itself

driven out by designations of poetry as
\"thoughts\", \"conceptions\"

(dum, myslej), etc., whereas the poet's activity is described by the

word \"I write\" (Pisu), found not only in Puskin but even in the

eighteenth century. The word bezumnyj in its new coloration is

not only maintained in poetry up to the epoch
of symbolism (Bal'-

mont's \"It's fine to be mad\" [prekrasno byt' bezumnym]),
but even

penetrates the vocabulary of the broad n1asses, principally the

half-educated. In Dostoevskij's
Se/o Stepanc;kovo a flirtatious

11 Vjazemskij already uses the word \"ohman\" in the new sense in the intro-

duction to the first edition of Puskin's Bachcisarajskij Fontan (see SoCinenija,

vol. I, 1878, p. 167-173).)
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girl taps a man on the shoulder with her fan and utters the word
\"madman\" (bezumec),

which in her opinion, of course, is not an

insult, but a coquettish
erotic challenge, a flirtation.

Only a broad historic investigation of the reinterpretation of

words will provide a complete picture of their historic fate. 11)

There were other means of lexical extension in romantic poetry
as well, of which the most important was the broadening of

vocabulary by words borrowed from dialects, jargons (argot), and

foreign languages. Such borrowings are often connected with

particular circles of the people, with the imitation of folklore, and

with the exoticism
typical

of romanticism. Slavic critics and

literary historians have noticed these borrowings and often derived

the tradition of romantic borrowings from Walter Scott. There

may also be some influence of Victor Hugo. However, the major-

ity of borrowings is explained by
the necessity or rendering popular

or exotic couleur locale. Such are the Ukrainian
borrowings

of

GogoI' and the Polish \"Ukrainian School\" or of Slovacki. Eastern

borrowings are legion in the Southern Poems of Puskin, in Mickie-

wicz's Crimean Sonnets, in Lermontov's Caucasian poems, in the

literary prose of the orientalist Sen'kovskij, etc. We find dialectal

elements in every romanticist who imitates or is interested in

folklore. The large number of dialectisms in Mickiewicz's Pan
Tadeusz is due to the local color he wished to lend his poem. A
great many words now felt as dialectisn1s or rarities in the Jugoslav
(Presern, Preradovic), Slovak (the whole school of Stur), and partly
the Czech romanticists, are connected with the fact that these

literary languages were then being created or renewed, and the)

17
There is a complex of words typical of romantic semantic fields in

Vjazemskij's poem K 11mimoj scast/i,,'ice (1826); in the 30's and 40's we still

find complexes of romantic words in the poems of poets of Stankevic's circle

(Stankevic himself, I. Kljusnikov, V. Krasov). Corresponding word complexes
are found in Macha's Hnoctumal poems\", in the Slovak poets of Stur's school,
and in the Polish romanticists. The words plamja, plamennyj, vosplamenit',
etc., applied to the emotions are already found in A. Sumarokov, A. Rfevskij,

and Batjuskov. It is highly probable that they are connected with French

usage. Therefor this semantic field, typical of romanticism, is not new in
Russian literature. It is essential, however, that words of this field have a

different coloration in romanticism.)
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choice of lexical elements turned out to be different at a later time.
It is an essential fact that this enrichment of the language by means
of borrowings was connected with the romantic Weltanschauung,
and in particular with the romantic conception of the poet as a free

creator, not merely creating within one language, but having the

right and even the obligation to form and renew the language
itself.

18

This is clearest of all in the creation of neologisms. These
neologisms are not among those connected with the necessities of

material or spiritual culture. The terminology of steamships and

railroads was not created by poets. Nor was it poets who created
words to signify new juridical conceptions nor even philosophic

terminology: enthusiasm for the philosophy of Schelling may well

have been a feature of the romantic epoch, but the poets, under

the influence of this philosophy, created no new Slavic terminology.
The neologisms of the Slavic romanticists

belong
to the sphere of

poetic language and serve goals not of communication, but of art.

Since the neologisms of Slavic romanticists have not been suf-

ficiently studied, I shall here dwell briefly upon those of the Russian
romanticists.

The history of literary neologisms is notable for two particular-
ities: in the first place, neologisms in large quantity are typical of

certain literary epochs only, among which are the late baroque and

the romantic. Secondly, neologisms are created almost exclusively

by certain particular poets and writers, sometimes in the front

ranks of literary life (Goethe, for example), sometimes little-noted

and uninfluential, not only among wide circles of readers, but even

in narrow literary circles, interested in every literary innovation

(remarkable among
the forgotten Slavic romanticists is the Slovak

poet Sarno Bohdan Hrobon).

Among the Russian romanticists, literary
historians have noticed

a large number of neologisms in the poems of V. Benediktov.
Benediktov enjoyed

a loud but brief success (approximately from

1835-45). His popularity diminished rapidly, although
he re-

mained a poet appreciated in narrow poets' circles and was not

18
Eva Fiesel, Die Sprachphilosophie der deutschen Romantik (Tiibingen,

1927), pp. 11f., 137ff., 190ff.)
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completely forgotten by his readers. His collected poetry appeared

after his death, in 1884 and 1902. The poet Ja. Polonskij, editor

of these editions and biographer of Benediktov, added to his

edition an \"alphabetic list of words created by V. G. Benediktov,

changed in form, or used by almost nobody, found in his works\": 19

this list contains 143 words. Because of the lack of special studies

of the neologisms of Benediktov's contemporaries and predeces-

sors, of course, one cannot consider this list either complete or

completely reliable. It is very difficult to establish the first appear-

ance of one or the other word in a literary language, and particular-
ly

in the Russian literary language, since historians of Russian

literature and the Russian literary language usually limit them-

selves to scrutinizing the vocabulary of certain of the more
signi-

ficant writers.

However, there are two creators of neologisms even among the
better-known Russian romanticists. These are Boratynskij and

Jazykov. The quantity of \"rare words and neologisms\" 20
in the

first of these two writers reaches several dozen (about 80), in the

second more than two hundred. We find an insignificant number
of neologisms in Tjutcev. 21

Among the neologisms of poetic language we can distinguish
on the one hand those which an author uses constantly, apparently

showing a desire to endow poetic speech with a new word, and

on the other hand words which are created \"ad hoc\", out of the

need to express a thought or emotion in a particular place in a

literary work. In addition, one should distinguish between
\"strong\"

neologisms, that is those which it is difficult or impossible to under-
stand without the corresponding explanation (in a literary work

such an explanation is usually given by the context), and \"weak\

19
So Ja. Polonskij calls his dictionary of Benediktov's neologisms (see

the
S/ichot\037'orenija of Benediktov, SPb., 1902, vol. II, Priloienie, pp. i-iii).

20
There is a list of Boratynskij's neologisms and rare words in my materials,

Bibliografia i teksty k seminaru 0 kos\037'ennych istocnikach is/or;; literatury (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1952), p. 17 \037 Jazykov's neologisms ibide/n, pp. 18-20.
21

There are a few remarks on Tjutcev's neologisms in P. Brandt, \"Materialy

k issledovaniju 0 poezii F. I. Tjutceva', IOPJa, 1911, and separately. 1 take

examples from the Srichotvorenija of Tjutcev in the edition
Bo/'saja Bihlioteka

Poeta.)
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neologisms, that is those which are intelligible to every reader, but
unused, or not encountered in other poets and writers.

The neologisms of Benediktov and Boratynskij are almost all

\"ad hoc\" creations, while in the poetry of Jazykov we find neo-

logisms (a small number, it is true) which recur two or even three

times. In my list of J azykov's neologisms and rare words there are

thirteen which recur (of which two are used three times) and which

obviously belong to Jazykov's usual poetic vocabulary; they occur
in poetry of various creative

periods, very different from each

other in character.

The weakest neologisms are double words. Such are Tjutcev's

neo]ogisms: boleznenno-jarkij, volsebno-nemoj, bezljudno-velicavyj,

proroceski-proscal'nyj, grustno-sirotejuscij, etc. They are also found

in Benediktov: igrivo-gibkij, svetlo-zerkal'nyj, belo-krajnyj,22 etc.

There are few in Boratynskij (sedo-bradatyj, sladostno-tumannyj),
but a

great many in Jazykov: svobodno-odinokij, svobodno-sumnyj,

nemiloserdno-samovlastnyj, prochladno-strastnyj, p'jano-bujnyj, etc.

Among them must be noticed a series of paradoxical neologisms,

frequently appearing as oxymora: pusto-velicavij, neprochodimo-

besspokojnyj, etc. Such is the character of Tjutcev's neologism,

closely connected to the basic idea of the poem
U

Insomnia\" (Bes-

sonica), proroceski-proscal'nyj.

The \"weakness\" or \"strength\" of neologisms can be appraised

basically subjective1y. Another criterion, of course, can be the

frequency in the
language

of other words, related by principles of

word formation, their quantity and especially the
productivity

or

non-productivity of the word-building elements in the structure

of the neologism.
The

following
words can serve as examples of weak neologisms

in Benediktov: bezverec, bezmogil'nyj, neumjagcaemost',
mrako-

ljubec, etc. Boratynskij has many words with the prefixes bez- and

ne-, such as
neobscij, bezvese!'e, and together with these navestitel',

gnetucij, etc. There are also many weak neologisn1s
in Jazykov:

nevoskovoj, neposcadnyj, zabral'nyj, bezdiplomnyj, beskralnol'nyj,

brannoljubivyj, mnogovetvistyj, mnogogromnyj, mjatezn;cat', dusec-

veten' e, etc.

23 Not \"krajnij\"!)
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Today, after the neologisms of Chlebnikov, Igor's Severjanin,

and Majakovskij, we are no longer astounded by the strong neo-

logisms of the romanticists. Benediktov has quite a number of

them: vskrepit', golovosek (sword), zapancyrit'sja, zakrajna, zaezd

(ship), zelnnoI11etate[',zaljubovnyj, kainstvo, netoptatel', otcuzdenec,

perelonlka,prostoroidenec,predvkusie (usually predvkusen;e), razv;v,

sogreva, ulis'e, celovecit'sja, etc. There are fewer in Boratynskij:

perechodnaja (p. zvezda, \"planet\,") bratstvovat', obniknut'; very

many in Jazykov: raznobojarscina, krical'scik, stolbnica, pomoga,

peretoskorat', podaren' ice, losadinnik, obnemec;t', pereo('{kat',

cuzenlyslitel', mjasnicat', etc. I shall not explain these strong neo-

logisms here: in the majority of cases, wothout knowing the con-

text, the reader would either not unpuzzle their meaning or inter-

pret them incorrectly.

Jazykov's neologisms attracted the attention of his contempor-

aries: in 1844 N. A. Nekrasov published two parodies, among the
most successful of Russian literature;

23 in them we meet both

neologisms of Jazykov himself and a good many others formed

according to Jazykov's models.
Aside from neologisms in the regular sense of the term, we find

in Jazykov no small number of cases where ordinary words are

used in a not entirely ordinary or completely extra-ordinary
sense:

his pustynnaja s;nica means a titmouse found in the desert; a

doroznyj poet means a wandering poet, etc. 24

In any case the neologisms of the romanticists are one of their
methods of linguistic creation, and their linguistic creation is not

accidental, but is bound to their conception of the tasks and rights

of the poet.)

Unusual word combinations, examples of which we have just seen

in Jazykov, and another example of which might be Vjazemskij's
unusual

metaphor comparing the waterfall's waves with volcanic

lava (cf above), are also one of the means of renovating the

23

Nekrasov, Poslanie k sosedu and Poslanie k drllgu ;z-za gran icy (1844

and 1845), Sobranie Socinenij, vol. I (1949), pp. 377 ff. The second poslanie is

reprinted in abridged form in my Materials (cf. note 21), pp. 37-8.
24 There are similar constructions in the poems of Macha: see the beginning

of the poem Mcij, \"veeemi maj\" instead of
\"majovy veeer\".)
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language. These word combinations often recall the baroque
concett;. Oxymora, formed by rapprochement of water with fire or

of heat with cold or fire with frost, are not infrequent in baroque

poetry (in the Slavic, for example, in A. Morsztyn).26 Study of

original romantic word combinations in general has
yet

to be begun.)

25
Cf. my commentary to Evgenij Onegin, p. 257

.(sno.w

and
\037\037at); \037\037ere..

is

an identification of \"snow\" and ucoal\" (sneg, pepe/) In VJazemskiJ (Soclnenl}a,

vol. IV, 1880, p. 291).)
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IV)

ANTIRA TIONALISM - MADNESS-

\"PREJUDICES\

To the most essential traits of the ron1antic world-view belong

opposition both to classical poetics and to the rationalism of the

eighteenth-century Enlightenment. Connected with just this second

trait are both the fantastic in romantic poetry (especially ballads)

and a series of word reinterpretations, in particular, among
those

already mentioned, the reinterpretation of the words \"heart\" and

\"madness\" (serdce, bezumie).
The word serdce, of course, is a constant unit of the poetic

lexicon; its usual use as a simple contrast to the \"head\" is an

opposition between the emotions and the intelligence. In this

meaning
the word serdce becomes a particularly frequent lexical

element in Russian \"sentimentalism\", the school of Karamzin,

which is stylistically only a modification of classicism. The works
of Kararnzin, I. T.

Omitriev, and the young Zukovskij are full of

this word. It is not infrequent even in the works of the older

classicists. However, this word too is reinterpreted in romanticism.
The

reinterpretation of the wordserdcetends to broaden its functions:

the \"heart\" is the bearer not only of the emotions, but also of

cognitive faculties, and furthermore of a cognition more profound
than that of the pure intelligence. On the other hand, the \"heart\"
is the source of

creativity, the source of images of the fantasy, but
also of thoughts. Finally, the \"heart\" is a symbol of that profound
realm of the human spirit, of that \"abyss\" which is hidden beneath

the surface of commonplace, everyday experience. In this latter
mert\"aning

the word \"hea is close to the conception of the \"inner
man\"

(vnutrennij celovek) of the Church Fathers and of mysticism
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of all times. 1 The word \"heart\" In the romanticists' reinterpretation
adjoins the semantic fields of \"sleep\" (son) on the one hand and

\"abyss\" (bezdna) on the other. It is precisely this adjunction which

explains the origin of the word combination
\"depth

of the hearts\"

(serdecnaja glubina), which we discussed above. 2

It is characteristic that one of the principal program works of
Slavic romanticism is Mickiewicz's Ronzantycznosc, a poem which

is both a proclamation that the heart is the source of cognition

and an apology of madness. The poem's content is not complicated.
A girl speaks with her deceased sweetheart, whom she sees before

here as if alive. When the shade of her beloved disappears with

the dawn, a crowd is attracted by the girl's cry: \"Pray!\" resound

the voices, \"that was his soul.\"
Only

one old man - a representative

of the Enlightenment - declares the girl's vision to be delirium and

belief in spirits to be the fruit of stupidity and a blasphemy against

reason. The author remains at the edge of the crowd:)

\"Dziewczyna czuje,
-

odpowiadam skromnie -

a gawiedz wierzy gl\037boko;

czucie i wiara silniej m6wi do mnie

niZ
m\037drca

szkielko i oko.)

Martwe znasz prawdy, nieznane dla ludu,

widzisz swiat w proszku, w
kazdej gwiazd iskierce:

nie znasz prawd zywych, nie obazysz cudu!

Miej serce i patrzaj w serce!\"

1
Cf. chapter 3, note 29.

2

Cf. chapter 3 above, on Zukovskij. \"V glubine serdca\" is still found in

the usual sense in Puskin's drafts of BachCisQrajskij Fontan. The meaning

of the expressions \"iz glubiny dust' and \"vo glubinu dust' is unclear in N.

Gnedic's poem K drugu
2 (1819, SoCinenija, SPb., 1905, I, p. 82). Kozlov's

words \"tajna
serdca\" (Drugu Zukovskomll, 1822) and \"v pylu serdecnych upoenij\"

(K [talii, 1828) are explained by the context. Cf. also in A. A. Siskov (1799-
1832),31 dekabrja

1828 g. (Moskovskij Vestnik, 1830, 2, 7; not in the Socinenija

of Siskov, 1834-5): \"v serdecnoj glubine zaiieS' Ii svetoc radosti i mira\". The

expression of Batjuskov \"pamjat' serdca\" (Mysli, Vestnik Evropy, 1810, 13;

SoCinenija, ed. L. Majkov, II, 35; 0 lucsich svojstvach serdca, 1815, Socinenija,

II, pp. 142ff.; the poem Moj Genij, 1816), as is clear from the author's own

explanations,
is borrowed from French literature and in meaning does not

depass
the boundaries of sentimentalism. Later readers have been introducing

a romantic meaning into the lines of the poem Moj Genij.)
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\"I answer humbly: a maiden feels, but the crowd believes profoundly;
feeling and faith speak more strongly to me than the eye and the glass

of the sage. You know dead truths, unknown to the people, you see

the world in a speck of dust, in every spark let of the stars: you know not

living truths, you will not see the marvel! Have a heart and look into
the heart!\

Thus Mickiewicz's Romantycznosc
ends with a proclamation of

doubt about the Enlightenment's view of reality, recognition of

the justice of the crowd's Hprejudices\", and affirmation of the rights
of the Uheart\" as a cognitive organ. \037-\\t the moment when this poem

appeared in a collection of Mickiewicz's ballads (1822), these ideas

had already been widely disseminated by West European rOlnantic-

ism. Mickiewicz's ballad must have impressed any reader not

partisan to the romantic world-view as an apology of madness,
and was in fact considered as such.

Mickiewicz's ballad was echoed in other Slavic literatures, and
not

only
in the period of early rOll1anticism, the twenties and

thirties. As late as the forties, the most romantic of the Slovak

poets, Janko Knil', repeats in one of his early poems the ideas 'Jf

Mickiewicz's Ron1antyczllosc:

Neculym srdciam svet je zatvoreny,

ten, kto neciti, ten je vyluceny

zo sveta, a len pri bnine sa tara,
ktoremu sa ta nikdy neotvara.
Je daco tajno na tom sirom svete,

o com vy, zemski mudrci, neviete -

coho, ked' druhym v oci sa podiva,

zlaknu sa vraviac: to sa nam Ien sniva.

\"The world is closed to hearts which do not feel, he who feels not is

excluded from the world and only knocks on doors which to him will
never open. There is a secret something in this wide world which you,
o

wordly sages, do not know - of which you, looking another in the

eyes, are terrified, saying, we only dream this.\"

In 1861 an epigon of Ukrainian ronlanticism, P. Kulis, published
a translation of Ron1antycznosc ending with the words:

Tu
y

He60
rrp03Upa\342\202\254llI

i B 3eMAIO rAu6oKO,)
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a 6e3 CepIJH B qY)Ke cepIJe
He 3ar A.HHClll OKOM!)

\"Y ou see deep into the sky and earth, but without a heart you cannot

see into another's heart.\

and the following year printed a collection of original poems,

Dosvitky, in which he plays endless variations on the theme of the

heart as a bearer not only of the emotions, but also of cognition,

tradition, nationality, etc. Kulis' world-view, developed in poetic
works during the next ten years, is concentrated about the heart

symbol more consistently than that of any other Slavic romantic

poet.
3 In this same way the German romanticist and romantic

psychologist
Justinus Kerner, at the end of his literary career,

translates Romantycznosc, which he considers one of the most

characteristic works of romanticism. 4

However, the word serdce, as already mentioned, began its

journey even before the ballad of Mickiewicz. More noteworthy

than the fate of the word serdce is that of several conceptions, the

evaluation of which changed completely in romanticism. These

conceptions, related to that same anti rationalism which was always

connected with the heart symbol, are those of \"madne\037s\" and

\"prejudice\" (bezumie, predrassudok).

Madmen played almost no role in classicist literature. One can

find several images of madmen, primarily in adventure novels,
where

they appear
as laughable, comic figures. A con1pletely

different role is assigned to them in romantic literature. Madness

uncovers the essential in the human soul, removes the cover from

the secret motives which are hidden in everyday life. Such is the

fate of German in Puskin's Pikovaja Dalna and of Popriscin in

Gogol's Zapiski Sumassedsego. However,
madness also uncovers

to man certain depths of cognition inaccessible to him in a normal)

3 00 the \"philisophy of the heart\" of P. Kulis see my article 'Po O. Kulis,

eio ukrainischer Philosoph des Herzens', Orient und Occident, XIV (1933),

pp. 1-18, and Narysy . . . (see chapter 3, note 29), pp. 119-128.

4 The translation of ROlnclntycznosc is in Justinus Kerner, Der letzte

Blumenstrauss (1852), under the title \"Erscheinung\"; Kerner's letters about

Romantycznosc are in F. Pocci jun., Justinus Kerner und sein Miinchner Freuden-

kreis (Berlin, 1928), pp. 245 and 247.)
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state. Evgenij in Puskin's Mednyj Vsadnik rises, in just such a state

of madness, to the point where he becomes a spokesman of the

problem of the philosophy of history which interests Puskin in

this poem: the contradiction between individual happiness and the

great
events of the historic process. In Po/lava Maria's eyes are

opened, in a state of insanity, to the character of Mazepa (as the

poet wished to depict him). Nor must one
forget

the mad scene of

Dubrovskij's father in court: in the language of insanity he
characterizes his judges better than this could have been done in

the language of a normal accusation. The jurodivyj in Boris Godunov

is the only character in the
play

who speaks frankly of the crime

of Car' Boris. Also worthy of attention is the madness of Mel'nik

in Rusalka. 5

We can even find a direct apology of madness in Puskin, in the

poem \"God keep me from going mad\" (Ne daj mne Bog sojti s uma

1833). The poem's content is diametrically opposed to this first

line; he declares openly:

He
TO,

tlTO 6 pa3YMOM MOHM

H AOpO)f(H.J\\; He TO tlTo6 C HHM

pacTaTbcH 6bI.J\\ He paA. . .

\"Not that I prize my reason, not that I should not be glad to part with it.\"

In the poet's opinion, insanity would bring him to a
peculiar

intimacy and merging with nature:

Kor Aa 6 OCTaBlIJ\\ll MeHH

Ha BO.J\\e, KaK 6bI pe3BO H

nYCTH.J\\CH
B TeMHbIH .J\\ec!)

JI ne.J\\ 6bI B IT.J\\aMeHHOM
6peAY,

H 3a6bma.J\\cH 6bI B tlaAY,
u

HecTpoHHbIX, tly AHbIX rpe3.)

11 H 6 3ac.J\\ YIIlHBaACH BO.J\\H,

II H r.J\\HAe.J\\ 6bI, CtlaCTbH nO.J\\H,
B nYCTble He6eca.

6
See the articles cited in chapter 3, note 28.)
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11 CHAeH, BOAeH 6bIA 6bI H,
KaK BllXOpb POIO!!!H\" nOAH,

u

AOMalO!!!UH Aeca. . .

\"had I been left in freedom, how quickly had I fled into the dark forest!
I should have sung in

fiery delirium, lost myself in the daze of disordered ,
wondrous fancies. I should

delight in hearing the waves and, replete
with joy, stare into the empty heavens. And I should be strong and free,
as the whirlwind, rooting up fields and

smashing forests. . .
\"

The line \"Ne da} mne Bog so}t; s uma\" is motivated in the poem

only by the attitude of society towards the madman:

KaK
pa3

Te6H 3anpYT,

nocaAHT Ha TJenb AypaKa,
II CKB03b pemeTKY, KaK

3BepKa,

Apa3HlITb Te6H npAllyr. . .

\"But they'll just lock you up, put you on a chain, a fool, and they'll come

to tease you through the grille, an animal.\"

However, Russian literature also contains a direct apology of

madness, in the remarkable collection of romantic tales of prince
V. Odoevskij The Russian nights (Rossk;e Noeiwritten in the thirties,

published in 1840). This collection of stories, according
to Odoev-

skij's original plan, should have borne the title The Inadhouse (Dom
Sumassedsich).6 Odoevskij's

friends and contemporaries were vi-

tally interested in this plan of his (as early
as 1833).

7 The theme of

insanity was preserved during the writing and publication of the

separate tales which were to enter Dom Sumassediich, but the title
was changed to Russkie Noei; it is possible that Odoevskij did this

because, during the
years

of preparation of the collection, other

articles appeared which anticipated the title of his book: N. Pole-

voj's story The felicity of folly (Blazenstvo bezumija in Moskovskij

Telegraf, 1833, Nos. 1 and 2) and article The mad and the non-nzad

(Sumassedsie i ne-sumassedsie, collection Novyj Zivopisec. . ., vol.

III, 1832). Polevoj with his notion of the
\"abyss

of the soul\

6 P. Sakulin, op. cit., II, pp. 203 ff.

7
Letter of Gogo!' to 1. I. Dmitriev, 30 November 1832 (Academy edition,

vol. X, 1940, pp. 247-8) and of Pletnev to Zukovskij, 8 December 1832 (SoCi-

nenija of Pletnev, vol. III, 1885, p. 522), further in Sakulin, II, p. 203, note 1.)
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(bezdna dusi) was in general attracted by the theme of madness. 8

In 1835 appears a translation of the article of I. Goerres The mad-

house or Ideas about art and mental disturbance (DonI sUlnassedsich, ,
ifi idei ob iskusstve i pomesatel'stve uma, Moskovskij nabljudatel',

1835, 4). This article, written after 1826, is a commentary to the

painting \"The Madhouse\" of Wilhelm Kaulbach, with whom

Goerres had become friendly in Munich. In this article Goerres

outlines his romantic views of the essence of art and interprets

Kaulbach's painting. In Goerres' opinion, forms of madness are

symptoms of the illness of contemporary society, of the \"fallen

humanity\" of this times. According to Goerres, Kaulbach por-

trayed madmen typical of his times. Both the insane and the in-

different superintendant in Kaulbach's painting are in Goerres'

opinion typical representatives of contemporary European life; all

the aspects of insanity portrayed in the painting are but reflections

of contemporary interests (political adventurism.. revolutionary

enthusiasms, market speculation, prostitution, etc.). Odoevskij was

undoubtedly impressed by the discussions of insanity in the

Serapionsbriider of E. Th. A. Hoffmann: here, as in the article of

Polevoj (c,f. above), who was perhaps writing under the influenc\037 of

Serapionsbrilder, the question is put as to just where the boundary
lies between insanity and nonnality. In 1836 Odoevskij himself

publishes an article Who is the madman? (Kfo sumassedsij? Biblioteka

dlja ctenija, 1836, vol. 14): this is a first edition of the introduction

to Dom Sumassediich. Here Odoevskij remarks only that the
\"crowd\" is ready to consider people insane who are distinguished
by an inquisitive spirit and who doubt the generally accepted

\"truths\". The heroes of this story-article are placed in the eighteenth
century, undoubtedly

because the \"truths'\" of the Age of Enlighten-
ment seemed to Odoevskij to be mistakes and delusions. Thus the
supposedly \"insane\" critics of the ideas of the Enlightenment are in

reality normal, and their opponents should be considered insane. ..

In a reworked form this article became a part of Russkie Not;.

Russkie Noci is a collection of tales, framed
by

the conversation of

several friends. Odoevskij places his own ideas in the mouth of one)

8
V. Orlov, N. A. Polevoj (1934), pp. 300-301 (memoirs of K. Polevoj).
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of the friends, to whom he gives the name of uRussian Faust\". In
his mouth are placed the second night (Noc' vtoraja) and the

repetition of the story-article Klo
sumassedsij? Odoevskij, the

Russian Faust, beginning with an ironical exposition of the attain-
ments of the Age of Enlightenment, goes over to questions of

principle. First of all he observes that science, having
attained the

hhighest degree of perfection\", is becoming incomprehensible to
both the simple and the noble man. The highest thoughts of the

sages turn out to be incomprehensible to the \"lower\" classes, who

haccuse the upper of insanity\". And this accusation is not com-
pletely unjust. First of all \"it is impossible to draw a true, fixed line
between healthy and insane

thought\".
A series of examples proves

that scientific theories are often by their nature
hardly distinguished

from the ideas of the insane. Not only that, but the condition of the

madman is similar to the spiritual condition of the poet and of any

genial inventor. In both madman and genius all completely dis-

parate ideas are concentrated about one point. Both madman and

genius must \"sacrifice thousands of notions, generally accepted
and

apparently correct\", and therefore every new idea - of the madman
or of the genius

- seems at the first moment to be udelirium\".

\"There is no
great

man who, at the mon1ent of conception in him

of a new discovery, would not seem insane.\" Such is the similarity

between insanity and genius from the point of view of the en-

tourage. But the \"exalted\" state of the genius, itself,
is closer to

what is called madness than madness is to \"ordinary animal

stupidity\".
\"That which we call madness, an ecstatic state,

delirium, is this not at times the highest degree of human mental

instinct, a degree so high that it becomes completely incomprehens-

ible, imperceptible to ordinary observation?\" This is not contradict-

ed even by the notion that mental illness is a disease of the brain:

it is possible that the brain, in just
such a diseased state, is capable

of fulfilling those tasks which it could not fulfill in a normal

condition. . . .

Such, fundamentally, are the conceptions of Odoevskij. The

very
idea of the lack of a border between insanity and normality, of

the lack of criteria for distinguishing between them, is utilized later

by Herzen in his Doktor Krupov (1847),
of course in a completely
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different interpretation and with a satiric goal,
9

and we still meet

echoes of this idea in Cechov's tale Palata nomer sestoj.

On the following pages of Russkie Noc; Odoevskij placed, among

others, several tales illustrating by examples the proximity of

genius to insanity. These are the tales devoted to Giambatista

Piranesi (Noc' tret'ja), Beethoven (Poslednij kvartet Betchovena,

Noc' sestaja), and Bach (Sebastijan Bach, Noc'
vos'maja).

These

three tales are organically woven into the composition of Russkie

Noc;, which is devoted to the development of the romantic Welt-

anschauung and particularly to the critique of contemporary

society and of positivist science. lo

In a certain sense the
genial

heroes of Russkie Not; are abnormal,

\"insane\", since in each of them
genius

has distorted the normal

structure of the human psyche. To Piranesi, Bach, and Beethoven
must be joined the imaginary hero of a further tale of Russkie Noc;,
Improvizator. Odoevskij goes further in the story Kosmorama,

which originated after the four above-mentioned stories of Russkie

Noci:
ll the hero of Kosmorama seems to others and even to himself

\"insane\", not because of some defect, but on the contrary because
of his particular \"astral wisdom\" (zvezdnaja mudrost'), his ability

to penetrate more deeply into reality than could a normal man.)

9 It is possible that the Russkie Noti had some influence on the origin of

Herzen's story; the latter was by his own admission Ustrongly influenced\" by
uBach\", for example (Sakulin, Odoevskij, I, 2, p. 430).

10
Russkie Noti appeared in 1840. In that same year the theme of insanity

is touched upon in the story Mescanin of A. Basuckij (SPb., 1840)and in the

following year in lspo\037'ed' of I. M. Jastrebcev (SPb., 1841; noted by Sakulin,
II, p. 205, note I). As was already mentioned E. Th. A. Hoffman undoubtedly
influenced Russkie NoN. It is especially worth mentioning the tale Ritter
Gluck, in which the famous composer is drawn in traits similar to Odoevskij's
Beethoven and Bach. It is interesting to note that Gogol' intended to write a

Zapiski sllmassedsego muzykanta (SoCinenija of Gogol', ed. Tichonravov, vol V,

pp. 610-611); this plan was abandoned in favor of the Zapiski sunlassedsego

in Arabeski (1834). Gogol' was in general interested in abnormal manifestations

of spiritual life, as is affirmed by the letter of I. A. Fonvizin (1849) printed in

Literatllrnoe Nasledstvo, 58 (1953), p. 715; unfortunately, Gogol's story of a

girl suffering from hallucinations is omitted.
11

Koslnorama was printed in Otecestvennye Zapiski, 1840, 8. The stories
mentioned above first appeared: Poslednij kvartet Betxovena in 1831 (Severnye
c\037'ety), Piranezi in 1832 (Severnye cvety), lmprovizator in 1833 (the almanach
A/'ciona), Bach in 1835 (Moskovskij Nabljudatel', 1835, 5).)
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The apology of madness is connected in Odoevskij's work with
other motifs, and in particular with the antirationalist thesis of the

positive content of that which the eighteenth-century Enlightenment

considered \"prejudices\" and \"superstitions\" (predrassudki, sueve-

rija). As is well known, the
Enlightenment considered everything

as \"prejudices\" to which it was impossible, as it seemed, to attribute
a rational basis: here was relegated everything resting upon trad-

ition. . .. Particularly characteristic is the relation of the Enlighten-

ment to the \"conventions\" of religious rites. And from these

\"senseless conventions\" there was an easy transition to the bases of

religion in general. Writers of the Enlightenment (for example

Voltaire) fought against \"prejudices\" by the method of \"ostrane-

nie\" .12 It seemed to them that destroying prejudices would open the
way

to the creation of a positive and intelligent spiritual culture.
As is well known, the enlighteners themselves, in the course of this

critique, not infrequently fell victim of illusion (\"optical illusion\"13).

Such was Voltaire's denial of the finding of fossilized sea life, since

he saw in these finds proof that there had been a universal Flood;

such are Lichtenberg's gibes at the theory of the cosmic origin of

meteorites and his doubting even the fact that meteorites fall: these
facts reminded him too much of Biblical stories of \"rains of stone\".

And so forth.

Odoevskij defends even legends of
magic

and charms. ULegends

have been preserved: when man was really the king of nature;

when each creature obeyed his voice, because he could name it;
when all the forces of nature, as hun1ble slaves, crawled at the feet

of men\" (Russkie Noci: Noc' vtoraja
14

). Odoevskij was convinced

that primitive man possessed an instinct (\"instinctive force\") which

gave him a knowledge deeper than our rational knowledge.)

12
About \"ostranenie\" see my remarks in 'Comenius' Labyrinth oftheWorld:

its themes and their sources', Harvard Sla\037'ic Studies, I (1953), pp. 117-127.

Ibidenl are several indications of literature on this question. The concept

itself, as it seems, was already outlined in Aristotle's Poetics (Chapter 22,

1458a, 20ff., about the meaning of strange
-

;EVLK6\037
- expressions; cf. ibidem

on the meaning of surprises
in a poetic work, chapter 9, and a positive evaluation

of confusion in the action of a tragedy, chapter 13).
13 Cf. Chapter 2, note 15.
14

Russkie Noci (Moscow, 1913), p. 64.)
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\"Primitive man l1lust have known Nature better than our modern

man, just as the bees understand the advantages of the hexagon\" .15

The strengthening of man's rational capacities leads to a diminution

of the strength of instinct. Even now there exist \"remains\" of

instinctive knowledge
- \"they were great, and in this sense the

ancients knew more than modern man\". The mission of humanity

is the
Usynthesis\"

of instinct and reason. IS

The romantic poets step forth in defense of prejudices with

complete certainty. One can hardly mention Puskin's \"supersti-

tions\" in this connection; we do not know with certainty his

opinions of these superstitions.
l ?

Boratynskij, however, left two

striking poems on this theme. One of them recalls closely the

above-mentioned section of The Russian nights (Russkie Noti). This

poem was written at the same time that Russkie Noe;
appeared

in

print (1840); it bears the title\" Signs\" (Primety):)

TIoKa qeJ\\OBeK eCTeCTsa He nbITaA

u
rOpHI1J\\OM, BeCaMI1 11 MepOH;

HO AeTCKJI Bel!!aHbHM npHpOAbI BHHMaJ\\,
u

J\\OBI1J\\ ee 3HaMeHbH c sepOH;)

TIoKYAa npl1pOAY AI06MJ\\ Oll, OHa

J\\106oBblO eMY OTSeqaJ\\a:

o HeM Apy*eJ\\106Hoti 3a6oTbi
nOJ\\Ha,

H3blK AJ\\H Hero 06peTaAa.

U
As long as man did not try nature with crucible, scale, and measure;

childlike he heard the prophecies of nature, seized her signs with faith;

as long as he loved nature\" she responded to him in love: full of friendly
care for him, she found a tongue for him (to understand).\

15

Odoevskij, 'Psichologiceskie zametki', Svrremennik, XXXII (1843), and
addenda from manuscripts, given by Sakulin in Odoe,'skij, I, 1, pp. 469-72.

16
'Pis'ma k grafine E.P.R(ostopCin)oj 0 prividenijach...' (Odoevskij,

Sofinenija, vol. lII, 1844, pp. 307-359; earlier in Otecestvennya Zapiski, 1839,
1 and 2. On these views of Odoevskij see V. Zen'kovskij, Istorija russkoj

filosofii, I, Paris, 1948, pp. 149f., 151 f.).
17

One can also recall Puskin's Primery (1829). Material about Pu\037kin's

superstition is collected in S. Stein's uncritical Pulkin Inistik (Riga, 1931)
(cf. my review in Put', No. 32, 1932). Cf. the article of Bishop loann

(Sachov-

skii) in Novoe Rus.'ikoe 5101'0, 5 June 1955: 'Puskin i potustoronnee'.)
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This language consisted in \"signs\" : the raven's croak predicted mis-
fortune and forced man to abstain from his intention, the appear-
ance of a wolf before

troops leaving on campaign foretold victory,
a pair of doves hovering above a man

pronlised him the \"bliss of

I
\"

ove ...)

B nycTblHe 6e3AIOAHOM: OH He 6bIA
OAHHM,

v

HeqY)I(AaH )KH3Hb B HeH AblIIIaAa.

Ho QYBCTBO npe3peB, OH
AOBepHA )'MY;

v
BAaACH B eyeTY 113bICKaHIIH. . .

J;I cepAYC npupOAbI 3aKpbIAOCb eMY,

v
II HeT Ha 3CMAC npop\"QaH\"H.

\"In the solitary wilderness he was not alone, there breathed in it a not-
unfamiliar life. But disdaining feeling, he trusted intellect; entered into

the vanity of research. .. And the heart of nature closed itself to him,
and on earth there are no prophecies.\

This poem corresponds even in detail to Odoevskij's manuscript
Psychologicalremarks (Psichologiceskie zametki) about the \"fabul-

ous legends of old\" and the \"instinctive
strength\"

of primitive man.

Moreover, \\\\'e read exactly the same thing in the lines of Seweryn

Goszczynski:

Alez bo wowczas
- ziemio staroswiecka! -

dzisiejsze dziwy dziwamy nie byly;
graly

widomie niewidome sily

i pilnowaly czlowieka, jak dziecka.

W powietrzu, w drzewach, w kamienu, pod wod,!
krewne spolczucie

ludzie znajdowali,

bo nie gardzili naowczas przyroda,

bo
j\302\243l, jak matk\037, znali i kochali.)

\"But at one time - the earth is ancient
- today's miracles were not

miracles; invisible forces played visibly and cared for man as for a child.

In the air, the trees,
the stone, beneath the water, people found a kindred

sympathy, for then they
did not scorn nature, but knew and loved her

as a mother.\

(Sobotka, 1837). In the following year, after Signs, Boratynskij

writes a poem frankly dedicated to
\"Prejudice\". He, it is true, does
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not step forth as a defender of \"prejudices\", but he considers thenl

relics of former truths, and his appeal for impartiality toward

prejudices signifies only the need of understanding their meaning

in the past:)

TIpeApaCCYAOK! OH 06J\\OMOK

AaBHeH npaBAbI. XpaM ynaJ\\;
a

PYUH
ero

- nOTOMOK

H3bIKa He pa3raAaJ\\.)

[OHliT B HeM Ham BeK HaAMeHHbIH,

He Y3HaB ero J\\ll:ga,
u v

HarneII npaBAbI COBpeMeHHOH

ApHXJ\\OJ\\eTHero OT:ga. . .

\"Prejudice! It is a fragment of ancient truth. The temple fell; the

descendents have not unriddled the language of its ruins. In it our

haughty century pursues, not having recognized his face, the ancient
father of our modern truth.\

And Boratynskij's poem ends with an appeal to respect prejudices:)

B03Aep)f{1I MJ\\aAYIO
CliJ\\ Y !

.LJ,HefI ero He B03MYIJJaH;
u

HO
npllCTOllHYIO

MorliA Y,
u

KaK YCHeT OH, npeAKY Aali.)

\"Hold back young force! trouble not his days; but, when he dies, give
this ancestor a wortky grave.\

Tjutcev repeats the same thought. In the early poem A. N. M. (1821),
even before he joined the circle of Odoevskij (the \"Ljubomudry\",
1823), Tjutcev defends the antirationalist view of nature by purely

aesthetic emotional arguments:)

HeT BepbI BbIMbICJ\\aM
llY AeCHbIM,

pacey AOK Bce orrycTornllJ\\

II, rroKopHB 3aKOHa\0371 TeCHbIM

II
B03AYx, II MOpH, II cYl!!Y,

KaK rrACHHlIKOB liX 06Ha)f{IIJ\\;
TY

)'013Hb AO AHa OH lICcymllA,)
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qTO B
AepeBO BAlIBaAa AYIll Y,

r\037aBaAa TeAO 6eCTeAeCHbu.l! . . .)

\"There is no faith in wondrous legends, reason has devastated all and,

subjugating to narrow laws the air and sea and land, like captives has

disrobed them; it dried out that life, that instilled a soul into the tree
and gave a body to the immaterial!. . . \

Tjutcev, perhaps remembering Schiller's Die G6tter Griechenlands,

believes that \"ancient peoples\" regarded nature
differently:

Balli
MHp

6blA xpaMoM Bcex 6oroB,

BbI KHlIry MaTepll-npllpoAbI
qllTaAlI

HCHO,
6e3 OqKOB. . .)

\"Your world was a temple of all gods, you read the book of mother

nature clearly, without glasses. . .
\

The argument in favor of the world-view of the \"ancient peoples\",

who animated the world, is however purely aesthetic:

o pa6 yqeHOH cyeTbI

II CKOBaHHbIH CBoeH Ha)'KOM!

HanpacHo, KPIlTIIK, rOHHllIb TbI

IIX 3AaTOKpblAbIe MeqTbI;
u

nOBepb
- caM onbIT B TOM

nopYKOII
-

qepTOr BOAllIe6HbIll Ao6pbIX <pew

u

II B CHOBIIAeHbH BeceAeH,

qeM HaHBY TOMllTbCH
CKYKOH

B y6orow XH)f{HHe TBoew! . . .

\"0 slave of learned vanity, enchained by your own science! In vain,

o critic, you pursue their golden-winged dreams; Believe - experience

is guarantee of that - the magic palace of good fairies is even in dream

more merry than, awake, to languish in boredom in your squalid hut!....\

The \"golden-winged dreams\", as compared to the world-view of

rationalist science, have the advantage only of giving man a more

joyous existence,
even though this existence be a \"dream\". Ten

years later Tjutcev, having passed through
the \"school\" of Odoev-

skij's circle and having become acquainted with German roman-)
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ticism, speaks much more decidedly (in the poem Ne to, rlo Innite

vy. . ., post 1830):

He TO, qTO MHUTe BbI, npl1pOAa:

He CAenOK, He 6e3AyrnHbIH AMK,

-

B Hell eCTb Ayrna, B Hell eCTb cBo6oAa,

B Hell eCTb A106oBb, B Hert eCTb H3bIK. . .

UNot what you think, is nature; no mould, no soulless image, -
it has

a soul, has freedom, has love, has a tongue. . . \"

Echoes of Schelling's philosophy are clear in these lines. And for

the opponents of such a view of nature Tjutcev finds much more

decisive words:)

OHIi He BIiAHT M He CAhlrnaT,

iKIIBYT B ceM Mnpe, KaK B IIOTbMax. . .)

.1\\
ytJll

K HMM B Aymy He CXOAMAll,

BeCHa B
rpy All MX He IlBeAa,

npll HHX Aeca He
rOBopHAM

n HOqb B 3Be3Aax HeMa 6bIAa.)

11 H3bIKaMM He3eMHbIMM,

BOAHYH peKli
II Aeca,

B HOtJll He COBel!!aAaCb C HIIMH

B 6eceAe ApYiKecKoll rpo3a!)

He llX BIIHa: nOllMIi, KOAb MO)KeT,

opraH
a )K1l3Hb, rAYXOHeMOll!

,LJ.yrnli ero, ax, He
BCTpeBO)KMT

II rOAOC MaTep\" caMoH!

\"They do not see and do not hear, they
live in this world as if in dark-

ness. .. No
rays

came down into their souls, no Springtime bloomed
within their breast, near them the forests did not speak, and the night
in stars was still. And disturbing rivers and woods with supernal tongues,
at night the storm did not confer with them in friendly discourse! Not
theirs the guilt: let the deaf-mute understand as best he can the organ's
life! His soul, alas, will not be roused by his very mother's voice!\

Tjutcev is echoed by a member of that same romantic group,

D. Venevitinov: not quite clearly in the rough draft Morning,)
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midday, evening and night (Utro, po/den', vecer i noc'), written in
1825.18

He develops the same thoughts during that year in a letter
to Koselev 19

in Hprimitive man all feelings were thoughts, thcrefore
he knew all\", Hwhen

philosophy was born, man lost touch with
nature\". Unexpectedly, we find these same ideas in Russian religious
thinkers of the 20th century.20

These are but a few fragments of the poetic polemics of the
romantic poets. By their vocabulary alone

they
lead one off to a

series of further themes, which I shall not discuss here. The defense

of prejudices, in whatever form it is carried on, leads the romantics'
thought to romantic natural philosophy, to the philosophy of

history with its notion of a
\"golden age\" at the beginning of

history,21 to problems of folklore, and to the romantic
theory

of

cognition.. .. However, the question of the sources of the Welt-

anschauung of the Slavic romantic poets means dealing with German

romanticism, with mysticism of the middle
age\037

and of modern

times, and in particular with Russian masonic mysticism, and

finally
with the sources of middle-age and modern mysticism in the

philosophy of the church fathers and in Platonism.)

18
Venevitinov, Po/noe Sobranie SoCinenij (1934), pp. 130-31. A rough

copy was first printed in the almanach Uranija, 1826.
19

Idem., p. 301.

20 S. N. Bulgakov, Svet nevecernij (Moscow, 1917), p. 230 and remark

1 thereto, where the author speaks of the \"natural ability of man to penetrate

beneath the crust of appearances\", and even more clearly on p. 326: \"Paganism,

thanks to its mystic vision, saw 'gods' there where to our scientific sense only
'natural forces' are accessible\".

21 On the \"Golden Age\" see W. Lettenbauer, 'Das Bild der aetas aurea

bei A. Delvig', Festschrift fur D. Cyievskyj (Berlin, 1954), pp. 164-170. The

very concept of a \"Golden Age\" belonged in the middle ages to the literary

loci communes (it is found in Russian literature in the 16th century in the

pos/anie of Fedor Karpov
to the Metropolite Daniil); this conception is reinter-

preted by romanticism and encountered frequently in the German romantics

as a designation of the primary
condition of humanity, but also of the im-

pending age of flowering
of poetry; it is also not infrequent in the Russian

romanticists.)
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